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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 88 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky. Tuesday 
Afternoc- April 13. 1976
JACKSON PURCHASE MUSEUM—The Jackson Purchase Museum Committee is currently distributi
ng the new
Jesse Stuart Book-"My World," which is dedicated to the people of Murray. The book is being received 
this morning
by Z. C. Enix, Enix Interiors, Dave Dickson, Tappan, and Audrey W. Simmons, Sr. Industry, b
usiness and private
citizens are joining their efforts to establish this museum for the Jackson Purchase. Patrons a
re invited to pledge
their support before April 20 (See coupon on Page 5 of today's edition.) Staff Ph,,to b• Da5id 
Hill
MSU Students Elect Langford
New Student Government Head
Tim Langford, senior political
science major from Hickman, has been
elected president of the Student
Government Association for the 1976-77
school year at Murray State University.
Lanford, who defeated two other
candidates for the post, will succeed
Cathy Cole of Murray as the student
government president and will become
the student representative on the
University's board of regents. He is
expected to be sworn in as a board
member at the next meeting of that
group.
Other candidates for the president's




$2 MLLS —Mrs. leanette Fain, a teller at the Bank of Murray, examined a
$2 bill from behind a stack of several hundred of them today. The bills
go into circulation today, and president Ford received some of the first
of them yesterday. The bill carries the photograph of Thomas Jefferson
whose birthday is today. A treasury spokesman said 400 million of the
new bills will be issued and are expected to replace half the 1.6 billion
Si bills in circulation and save the government $7 to $8 million annually
in printing costs. Staff Photo by David Hill
1 
The $2 bill appeared today for the first time in a decade and banks repor-
ted the new money seemed to be an instant hit.
"They seem to be going like hotcakes," said John Calkins of the First
' National Bank of Boston, the city's largest. Each teller at all of the bank's 40
Titalicbeg Was silophed with 500 of the new bills. 
Ronald Coleman of Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Co. of
Chicago said, "We've been getting quite a few people in this morning who
. are pUrchasing the ,S2 bills ." 
- - -
- He said some people were "buying them as souvenirs and taking them
- over to the Post Office" where they purchased a 13-cent stamp, pasted it on
' the bill and had it cancelled.
Coleman said Continental had $2 million worth of the new billSi
• Banks have been holding the new bills for a couple of days no with direc-
tions to keep them in their vaults until today - the anniversary of Thomas
' .Jefferson's birthday. By year-end, 400 million of the new bills will have been
distributed, including 225 million today.
. The new bills come despite a Harvard University study that indicated the
L
public was not anxious to see a new denomination bill. The $2 bill originally
• hart been phased out in 1966 because people were reluctant to use it.
Another factor in bringing out the new $2 bill was the hope that the govern-
ment•  will be able to print fewer $1 bills, saving up to $7 million a year. The,
government prints about 1.6 billion $1 bills a year now.
Banks Report $2 Bill
To Be An Instant Hit
Murray, and Mark Graham, a junior
from Florissant, Mo.
Elected vice-president in Thursday's
election, the second held at the
University this spring 'because of a
malfunction in some of , the voting
machines cri March 23, was Scott
Beecham, a senior from Murray.
Karen Gordon, a sophomore from
Benton, was eiected secretary of the
SGA, while Steve Bourne, a sophomore
from Evansville, was elected to the
treasurer's post.
Named to the Student Senate were:
College of Creative Expression:
frpshmap  Taducah: 
Laura Case, freshman, Louisville; b.-th
"WhIte,Sophornore, T,ouisvIlTe.
College of Humar: DeveloprifOrft net
Learning: Cathy Pearse, freshman.
Clarksville, Tenn.; Evelyn Seaton
junior, Calvert City; Debra West.
junior, Brandenburg; Suzanne Kain.
junior, Midway; Jane Mitchell, fresh-
man, Smith's Grove.
College of Environmental Sciences:
Eugene Sheeran, freshman, Vine
Grove; Vicki Mason, .sophomore,
Mayfield; David Beck, junior, Calved
City; Chris Clopton, senior, Murray:
Jim Long, junior, Desloge, Mo.
College of Business and Public
.Affairs: Bruce Wilkerson, junior,
Owensboro; Susan Thorpe, freshman,
Benton; Louis Grasham, junior,
Paducah; Jerry Morris. junior,
Hopkinsville. -
College of Humanistic Studies:
Eleanor Mills, sophomore, Guston;
Gary Eaton, freshman, Louisville;
Karen Norton, freshman, Paris, Ter- 7'
College of Industry and Techno:
Doug EbelinS, junior, Cadiz. -
(See Students, Page 10)
Mostly Sunny Today
Mostly sunny today, high near 70.
Increasing cloudiness tonight with
slight chance of showers after mid-
night, low in the low 50s. Wednesday
mostly cloudy with chance of showers,
possibly a few thundershowers and high











15' Per Copy 1 Section - 10 Pages
Jackson Purchase Honored By
New Paul Shahan Composition
A ne v. musical composition with
historical narrative, commissioned by
the Jackson Purchase Historical'
Society, will receive it's premiere
performance by the Murray State
University Symphony, Orchestra on
Thursday, April 15th in the Lovett
Auditorium.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of the
society stated that; "In September of
1975, plans were set in motion to
celebrate, not only the Bicentennial of
our country, but to give specific at-
tention to, and honor our Jackson
Purchase heritage. To do this, we
commissioned Professor Paul W.
Shahan of the Murray State University
music faculty to compose a new
musical composition for orchestra with
historical narrative. He was to select a
series of events for the narrative




Two Murray State University
secretaries are among those presenting
sessions today at a meeting at Barkley
Lodge and, involving approximately 60
from the 15 Area Development Districts
int(entuck y.
Mrs. Bettye Baker, secretary to Dr.
.:Joe Prince, dean of the College of
Creative Expression and president of
the Murray chapter of the National
Secretaries Association, will present a
slide presentation on "Secretaries, NSA
Style." -
Mrs. Faye Wells, a Certified
Professional Secretary and secretary
to M. C. Garrott, Gil Gilbert and Joe
TOM. Erwin in the Office of Information
an.: Public Services at Murray State,
will uss "The Certified Proessional
ry and the CPS Examination."
Weaa aiau L p1 ebitican-eleci, ui the
ray NSA chapter.
I The Area Development District of-




sburg, Hazard, London, Jamestown,
Bowlinc Green, Mayfield and
Elizabethtown.
V'
Professor Paul W. Shahan
Composer of "Beat The Drums Proudly"
'Chickasaw Indians ; ' the 1818 treaty
negotiated by Governor Isaac Shelby
and General Andrew Jackson; the
settlement of the region west of the
Tennessee River; the war years; the
importance of the rivers on Purchase
progress; the religion of the people;
proud heritage of the eight Purchase
counties; and a look to the future." .
Dr. Sparks also continued by saying
"In keeping with this nation's Bicen-
lennial observance, we feel that all
Americans should be reminded of their
regional heritage and in some manner
pause to remember who we are and to
retell our story."
The new historical composition is
entitled "Beat The Drums Proudly.''
Appearing as narrator will be the
Honorable Dolly McNutt, former
mayor of Paducah and a member of the
Jackson Purchase Historical Society.
Paul Shahan has been a member of
the music faculty -at Murray State
University since 1956, where he has
served as Professor of Music. During
his 20 years, he has been called upon by
numerous organizations to compose
music for special occasions including
the recent Bicentennial Observance in
McCracken Co.
Other commissions have been:
"Sing, Rejoice Unto The Lord," an
anthem of dedication, for the First
United Methodist Church of Murray;
"How Excellent Are Thy Works" an
anthem of dedication, commissioned by
the Lutheran Church and Student
Center of Murray: -Psalm 150," aji
anthem commissioned by the West
Kentucky Chapter of the American
Organist Guild; "The Stubblefield
Story," an opera in four scenes,
commissioned by the Chamber of
Commerce, Murray:
"One In Devotion," vocal com-
position with piano accompaniment,
commissioned by The Federation of
Women's Clubs of Kentucky; "The
(See Jackson Purchase, Page 10)
Joint Service Planned
By Ministerial Assoc.
"The Words Front the Cross" will be Roos will direct the singing. Special
the theme of the Good Friday worship lenten music and guest soloists will be
service, sponsored by the Murray- featured.
Calloway Ministers Association, to be Other ministers who will appear on
held Fritlity,, 4111 at, Ai 1•••: iru tht "1-91
Baptist Church, Murray. spoken by Jesus as Ha was on the croaa
Worship will begin at noon and include Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff, Rev.
continue until 3:00 p. m. The service is
planned so that persons may attend
only a part of the program if time
prevents persons from attending the
entire service.
Rev. Paul Wanger, president of the
association, will preside, and Dr. David
Charles L. Yancy, Rev. Charles
Timberlake, Dr. Bill Whittaker, Rev.
Stephen Davenport, Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., and Rev. Martin Mat-
tingly.
The public is invited to attend the
service, Rev. Wanger said.
Passive Attitude Of Public
Disappointing To Mrs. Crist
Film critic Judith Crist expressed
disappointment at the inability of her
profession to stir the public from its
'passiveness during a lecture at Murray
State University Monday evening.
Appearing as the second of three
speakers in the annual Insight lecture
series on the...campus, she bemoaned
the lack of critic influence in
motivating people to be vocal in either
praising or condemning movie fare.
Then Mrs. Crist, a teacher at the
Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism and formerly a critic for
the NBC television network, likened the
public attitude toward films to an in-
difference that is prevalent throughout
society.
"People have become a very passive








to politics," she said. : - Instead of sitting
and waiting to react as others tell us,
it's time for us to get up off our
backsides and to function individually
as critics."
Occasionally delighting the small
audience by flashing the sting of light
satire, she turned her sarcasm upon
herself and *ler critics at one point
with the observation that "all critics
are pigheaded prima donnas." She
added:
"To be a critic, it is necessary to be 98
per cent pure egomania-with the other
two per cent made up of knowledge of
the subject and the ability to write and
to articulate opinions."
Her analysis of movies today was a









MI6 II WOOD BROWN sig• o Robby Nix Crawford and his horse to appear in the Kentuc k5 State ( harit5 Horse
, Show who h will he held Satio ,'.', May 15, at 7:30 p. m. at the Exposition ( enter on ( °liege Farm Road Patron and
general admission tic kets are n.. On cal* For the evpni which is sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Mu rra
Woman's Club and the itioar, I Ill) Staff Photo by DavK1 1‘14
Mrs. Crist, who noted that 90 per cent
of the movies she sees are not good
enough to cause her to become fully
engrossed, told the audience that
positive reviews and comedy are the
.most difficult to write.
"In writing a positive review, you are
dealing with something that has moved
you-and that is not easy," she ex-
plained. "Comedy, on the other hand, is
an intimate thing. We all tend to cry at
the same things, but we do not laugh at
the same things. What is funny to one
person may not be funny at all to
another."
"Nashville," one of five pictures
nominated for the Academy Award
honors earlier this year, was described
by Mrs. Crist as the best film of the
year. She called it "the climax of mans.
experiments, primarily in sound."
And the message in the movie, she
said, is a graphic but not a pIeasant one
that makes two main points.
"First, the movie says that country
music, once a simple and sincere pure
art form, has fallen victim to all that is
wrong with our society-exploitation
and greed and a passion for the
material things. And second, it says
that we all are satisfied to be passive
voyeurs-- perfectly willing to sit back
and do nothing as long as something is
happening. And it does not matter what
it is."
Mrs. Crist was introduced by Arine,
Erwin, a Murray senior, who is .the
head of the Insight Committee for the
Student Government Association. The
third and final speaker in the Insight ..
series- will be Richard Scanunon, NBC- ---
television pollster and political expert
who is scheduled to speak at 8 pm;











Deaths & Funerals '10
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Some nev6s you receive may
not please but curb your innate
tendency to "explode" when
annoyed. And DON'T vent your
ill-humor on associates.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stars indicate a fine harvest
from past endeavors. Reward
may come in the form of a
promotion -- with increased
prestige.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Some influences are friendly,
others not. The latter could lead
you into careless thinking and
action if you are not on guard.
Give thought to past ex-
perience.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Don't wait too long before
making up your mind in mat-
ters where the time element is
important Highly favored.
intellectual pursuits, travel and
outdoor interests.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Do not dash headlong into
activities no matter how much
is expected of you or how much
you wish to accomplish. There
are "gray" areas to study well.
VIRGO
(Aug. 21 to Sept. 23) WP‘il
Be patient if temporarily
stymied In some project in
which you are involved. New
factors seem to be up for con-
sideration. Keep eyes and ears
°Pen!
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23(
Satisfactory gains indicated
through carrying on with
present operations, but day will
not be good for starting new
ventures.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV.
You may encounter a few
baffling situations: Remain
undisturbed. • neither over-
SHELTON, Neb. (AP — In
an era of teen-age casualness
and freedom from authority,
160 students at Platte Valley
Academy in this south central
Nebraska community respond
to rigid discipline.
They are students of a 51-
year-old high school operated
by Nebraska's Seventh Day Ad-
ventists.
The school prospers Last
year it graduated a class of 49,
the largest in the school's his-
tory
In recent years, two new silos
have been built for the school
farm. Four homes were added
for staff members along with
an industrial education build-
ing, a girls' dormitory, a
church school and a nearly
completed $325,000 auditorium-
gymnasium.
Not all students are church
members but all are required
to attend Friday vespers and
Sabbath worship.
"The religious section is just
part of the overall package
here," said Principal Earl
Adams. "Any student who en-
rolls must accept it all.-
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Look in the section in which anxious nor careless. Avoid ex-
your birthday comes and find tresses and extremes.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
to the stars. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
An auspicious day. Seek
solutions to pending problems
through conferences, con-
sultation with experts. Be
concise and efficient without
stepping on anyone's toes.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Va.
Mixed influences, mixed
possibilities. How you react to
opposition and unexpected
obstacles will tell the tale.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 I*
EsPecially favored now: all
creative efforts writings
especially), travel, meetings of
purpose. Earnings can be in-
creased through any of these
avenues.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Stars now promise benefits
from past efforts as well as
surprising developments — and
achievement — in recei.'y
stagnant areas.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural leader, with a penchant
for introducing the unusual to
add novelty and increase public
interest in a product or en-
deavor You are extremely
energetic and, being quite
materialistic in your aims, are
willing to work long and hard
for the luxuries you desire. you
usually achieve them, too, for
your perseverance and deter-
mination are outstanding. You
make friends easily, but
sometimes lose them through
overpossessiveness and
bossiness. Try to curb these
traits since they can also *
liabilities in your business or
profession. Your versatility is
almost boundless, but the fields
in which you could succeed
most notably include writing,
the theater, painting, business
management and finance.
Birthdate of: James Branch
Cabell, novelist; Sir John
Gielgud, Eng. dramatic actor;




- — - - -- --
A daily round of classes,
work, study, religious exercises
and recreation extends from
6:30 am. to 930 p.m.
Gambling, dishonesty, danc-
ing or use of tobacco, alcohol
or drugs automatically mean
suspension
Adams said six students sus-
pended last year all asked to
come back
The school offers 18-day
courses traveling off-campus,
visiting historical landmarks
and studying biological speci-
irks) s
Although it has an active in-
tramural sports program,
Platte Valley doesn't partici-
pate in interscholastic com-
petition because of what the ad-
ministration regards as the
harmful effects of competition
and stress on winning
All students are required to
work in the community or at
the school's dairy farm or
broom factory to defray part of
the 82,700 annual cost of attend-
ing the academy.
The school is supported by
51,000 members of the Seventh
Day Adventist church in Ne-
braska.
"Cuckoo" Not Included In Dollar Nile
+ White Line Fever,
"Cuckoo" Not Included In Dollar Nile
Miss Deborah Bolls, daughter of Mrs. Inez Bolls of Murray,
and Roger Key Fain, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain of Murray
Route Seven, will be married on Tuesday, June 15, at seven
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Officiating for the ceremony will be Ralph Bogard. All frien-
ds and relatives are invited to attend.
Gal Mixes Up Computer
Date with Dogcatcher
By Abigail Van Buren
T., 1976 by Clutago TrIbur.40. 14•••• S.ind
DEAR ABBY: With regard to finding partners through
advertising and computer matching, I admit to being a
loser, but the experience was so amusing, it was worth it.
I was preparing lunch for a gentleman who had been
"matched" with me by a computer dating service, when I
noticed a nice-looking man standing in front of my house,
apparently looking for the house number. I went outside
and eagerly greeted him with: "Oh, I've been waiting for
you!"
The man quietly replied, "Madame, I don't know why
I'm the dog catcher, looking for dogs."
I went back into the house and laughed so hard and for so
long that I completely forgot the chicken I had been
broiling! When the right man arrived and I served him the
burned broiled chicken, he insisted he liked burned chicken,
but he never came back.
Incidentally, I'm 52, still sines .and have more friends
than ever.
DEAR HAPPY: Right! Any man "looking for dogs"
certainly wasn't looking for YOU!
DEAR ABBY: We are two 21-year-old girls who date
men regularly, but we have one small problem.
We work in the Chicago loop and would like to meet some
young policemen. We are looking for a more mature,
responsible type of man, which are the qualities we feel
policemen possess.
How should we approach them?
INTERESTED IN CHICAGO
DEAR INTERESTED: You should "approach" police-
men as you would any man—carefully. Why not buy tickets
to the next policemen's ball and try your luck in a relaxed
wide] setting?
DEAR ABBY: I am 20, am happily married and have a2-year-old daughter. Sounds terrific? It is! -
Now for my problem: I was pregnant when I got married.My husband was my first and only, and it wasn't just acasual thing. Wis were in love and planning to get. marriedwhen I got that way.
I realize that. I'm not the only girl this has happened to,
but my mother has made me feel so guilty about it, it still
bothers me.
She throws it up to me constantly, which makes me feel
even guiltier. If she would just say, "I forgive you," it
would help me so much, but she won't.
Can you help me?
FOREVER SORRY
DF',AR FOREVER: God is the one who forgives us. Your
mother has no such power. If you've asked for the Lord's
forgiveness. consider yourself forgiven, and forget your
mother's needling
CONFIDENTIAL TO MARGARET: Don't dwell on
what might have been. Regret is the cancer of fife
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want in
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lask lt r
Beverly Hills, Calif 90212 Please enclose a long
self addressed, stamped 1264) envelope
Miss Cindy McDaniel Honored
At Event At North Carolina
Cindy McDaniel, May
15th bride-elect of Chappell
Harris, was honored Saturday
morning, April 3, at a "drop-
in" held at the home of Mrs.
Lewis Harris, 604 Balthis
Drive, Dallas, North Carolina,
mother of the groom-elect.
The hostesses for the tovety
occasion were Mrs. Jerry
Brewer, Mrs. 'John
Hridgeman, 'Mrs. Ray
Jenkins. Mrs. K. F. Harris,
and Mrs. Lewis Harris, who
presented the honoree with a
gift of her flatware in her
chosen pattern.
Spee41 -guests with Miss
McDaniel were her mother
Rim Chat-ifs-Menai-ref+ arc
her sister, Miss.
McDaniel, both of Murray.
Tuesday, April 13
Betty Sledd Mission Group
will meet with Nadine Beane
at 730 p. in.
Kappa Deka "She-Male
Contest" will be at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at 7:30 p.
Faculty recital by Marie
Taylor, piano and harp-
sichord, of Bicentennial music
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU.
Red Cross Board of
Directors will meet in the jury
room of the court house at four
p.m.
Lydian Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet with Mrs. J. N.
Outland at seven p.m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Ken
Kellar at ten a.m. and IV with
Mrs Robert Hopkins at 7:30
pin
Baptist Young Women of
Sinking Spring Church will
meet with Joanne Windsor.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Calloway County Council on
Drug Education will meet at
seven pin, at First
Presbyterian Church.
Wednesday, April 14
_ homemakers Clubs will
ieg
Pacers eet as follows: r with
ina Baggett at 9:30 a. m.,
ottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a. m.,
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Preston Brandon, New
Concord with Miss Erin
Montgomery, and Harris
Grove with Mrs. Clifton Jones,
all at one p.m.; South Murray
at ten a.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at 2:30 p. m with Mrs.
Edgar Morris, Ly'rin Grove
Road.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Women of Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.
m with Jennifer Crouse as
hostess.
Women Activities at Murray
Country Club will be Tennis
Kickoff party in Green Room
at ten a. in., bridge at 9:30 a
m. with Tech Farrell and Ann
Spann as chairmen, and ladies
day luncheon at noon with
Judy Carroll as chairman of
the hostesses.
Evening circles of First
Unite,r1 Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Ronnie Foster, Ruth Wilson at
New North Branch of Peoples
Bank, and Wesleyan with Miss
Marjorie Crass.
North Second Street Com-
munity Center will open at one
p. in. for senior citizen ac-
tivities including Health Day.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor-
vette Lanes.
“Womanfolk," a two hour
program featuring women,
will be at 8.30 p. m. In
Thoroughbred Room of.
Student Union Building, MSU:---
No admission but donations
for Pam Rutledge Scholarship
Fund will be taken.
Drama, "Arms and the
Man," will be presented at
University Theatre at eight p.
m. Admission is two dollars.
—. •
Thursday, April 15
Concert by Murray State
Symphony Orchestra, Neale
Mason, conductor," will be at
8:15 p.m. in Lovett
auditorium.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Rate- Sims Phi will rnret at




Master's Men Chorus will
present a program at
University School auditorium
at seven to.m.
Stag Night with Aliene
McCutclaeon as chairman will
be held at the Murray Country
Club at 6:30 p.m.
--
Potluck luncheon by Senior
Citizens will be held at Ellis
Center at 11:30 a.m. Program
will be by Senior Citizens
Band.
Easter Egg Hunt, postponed
from Sunday, will be at 4:30
p.m. in lot back of Regents
Hall, Murray.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p.m. at Hazel
Community Center.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
1,30 p.m. at the club house.
Business and Professional
Woman's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
Womeii -of Moose exeoutive
session will be' at seven p.m.
and business session at eight
p.m
Twin takers Good Sam Club Plans
Special Easter Weekend Campout
A special Easter weekend
campout is planned for
Friday, Saturday, and Sun-
day, April 16-18, at Piney
Campground in the Land
Between The Lakes by the
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene
Schanbacher are wagon-
masters with Dr. and Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer s.
assistants.
A potluck supper will be
served Saturday night. The
group will have sunrise vesper
services on Sunday morning,
followed by a "Easter Bunny"
breakfast prepared and
served by the Schanbachers
and Eversmeyer farnilies.
Reservations for the breakfast
should be made by Wednesday
with the Schanbachers, phone
753-8585.
Following the breakfast on
Sunday morning an Easter
Egg Hunt will be held for the
children. Each child should
bring six hard boiled eggs for
the Easter Egg Hunt, Mrs.
Schanbacher said.
All club members ind lieu
families are urged to attend
and any interested persons
may call J. B. Burkeen, club
president.
Mr._ and Mrs. Jimmy
Herndon and Mr. and Mrs.
John Bowker were wagon-
matters for the Marcb
campout • held at- Tiney
Campground.
Those attending the
weekend in March were Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Herndon and
daughters, Gina and Cheryl,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams
and daughters, Angel and
Melissa, Mr. and Mrs. Nix
Crairford and granddaughter,
Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. C. W
Jones and granddaughter.
Yvonne, Mr. and Mrs. John
Bowker, Dr. and Mrs. Ken-
neth Winters and daughter,
Lisa, Dr. and Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer and son, Kent
and daughter, Denise, and MI
and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
Wanday's winner - Rene Cullehan
Tuesday's winner-Candyn U&ion
Wednesday's ft inner - Georgia Mums
Thursday's winner-Brenda Junes
Friday's winner-Shirley Lamb




Dwight's Shoe Village in Mayfield has
the most Complete Aigner Collection
of shoes, sandals, handbags,
accessories and coordinated leather
apparel in this
entire area. For the
perfectionist. . the woman who
cares... also featuring the
new &Wrens and men's Aigner
collecoli of footwear. ..
Fs!: 0$artItelttkg:tirtTff:r.im
New Ladies Apparel Specialty Store
Now taking applications for the following positions:
sManager •Asst, Manager *Dept. Mgrs. *Sale ladies
Permanent position_full time or part -timo_top salary, excellent working con-
ditionc_paid vacation...group hospital plan_pension plan and life insurance.
liberal store discount. Apply in person at
Behr's
•-• Central Shopping Center
Mrs. Dot Gammons', Director of Personal - ?





































































































Parvin Hill, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Diana J. Masters, 1002
Fairlane Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Josie M. Bridges, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Daisy 0. Dunn,
1001A Johnny Robertson Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Regina L
Castleberry and Baby Birl,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Betty S.
Hargrove, Rt., 5, Murray,
Noble L. Tyler, Rt. 2-Bx 44,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Nora
Sanders, Rt. 1, New Concord,
Mrs. Neva P. Gargus, Rt. 1,
Hazel, J. D. King, 209 Pine,
Murray, Mrs. Edna Tucker,
208 S. 12th, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Christensen, 513 Broad
St., Murray, Mrs. Gertie M.




THAT CH ILDREM .5HOULP BE
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Baby Girl Reynolds (mother
Karen), Rt. 1, Box 4, Far-
mington, Baby Boy Clendenin
(mother Donna), Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Baby Boy
Oakley Imother Karen), Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Baby Girl Geerdes
(mother Christine), Ftt. 1, Box
429, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Sammy Kimbro, Rt. 5,
Murray, Johnny Robbins, Rt.
8, Murray, Mrs. Diana Thorn,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Thelma DePriest, 804 Sunny
Lane, Murray, Phillip
Hargrove, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Frances Bowfin, Box 111,
Sedalia, Z. B. Crouse, Rt. 2,
Box 275, Murray, Milton
Campbell, 337 W. Oak,
Mayfield, Mrs, Virgil Tim-
berlake and Baby Girl, 106
Spruce, Murray, Miss
Patricia Howard, 1002 Poplar
St., Murray, Mrs. Christine
Kelley, 100S. 13th St., Murray,
Mrs. Nellis Williams, Rt, 2,
Box 51, Murray, William






Kent Wright, 902 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Betty Ann
Spann, 1615 Loch Lomond,
Murray, Arther W. Kinel, 503
N. 1st St., Murray, William M.
Spillman, Route 2, Wingo,
Mrs. Eudilla Cox, 402 East
12th, Benton, J. V. Hill, Route
1, Box 196, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Faye Mitchell, Box
364, Cadiz, Miss Shirley Ann
Scott, 1320 Sycamore, Murray,
James E. Wilson, Route 6, Box
7-A, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Patricia
L. Dalton, Route 4, Box 775,
Murray, Mr. Willie Odell
Reed, 206 Cherry, Murray,
Mrs. Judy K. Williams, New
Concord, Mrs. Hazel Marie
Scalf, 205 Irvan, Murray,
Billie Williams, 514 East South
St., Mayfield, Robert E.
Prescott, Route 8, Box 705,
Murray, Mrs. Karen L.
Armstroni and BSbY Boy,_
1602 Catalina Dr., Murray,
-Mrs. Pamela F. Paschall and
-Baby Boy, Route 7, Mayfield,
Darns W. Mann, 1123 East
Wood, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Sarah M. Carraway. 1103
Circarama Drive, Murray,
Mrs. Mary L. McReynolds, 616
Broad, Murray, Forrest
Coleman, Route 2. Box 327,
Murray, Mrs. Belle E. Henley,
Route 1, Box 74, Farmington,
Mrs. Connie P. Jones, 111
North 10th, Murray.
The first silver dollar was
coined in Philadsiphia, Penn







Miss Rido Hicks and Greg Williams
Mr and Mrs William R. Hicks of New Concord announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter.
Ride, to Greg Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs Louie Williams,
Sr , of Cypress Springs Resort.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs Noel Smith
of New Concord and Mr and Mrs. William T Hicks of Murray.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Ham-
by of Fredonia.
The bride-elect will be a 1976 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is presently employed at Cypress Springs
Resort.
Mr Williams, a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed at Thor:Mon Tile and Marble.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, April 17, at one
p m. at the New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, near New Con-
cord All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mrs. Johnnie Walker _Hostess
For Penny Homemakers Meet
The home of Mrs. Johnnie
Walker on Sunset Drive was
the scene of the March
meeting of the Penny
Homemakers Club with Mrs.





discussed plans for the trip to
Bony Springs. Miss., April 23,
and the tasting luncehon on
April 30. Mrs. Harrell,
secretary, called the roll with
members answering with
"what I look forward to most
about spring."
A brief resume on Spring
Styles was given by Mrs.
Perry Hendon, who said the
spring silhouette is lean and
soft.
Mrs. J. C. Kemp presented
the main lesson on "Property
Rights In Kentucky" which
included many interesting
points in regard to deeds, joint
ownership, and wills.
Orders • were taken for
aluminum trays the members
will make later. Lesson topics
for the next year were
selected. Mrs. Johnnie Walker
substituted as publicity
chairman for Mrs. Helen Cole
who was with her daughter-in-




The next meeting will be
April *Lone p.m. at  the









Peel bananas and slice into
cereal bowls Pow- a generous
amount of orange juice over
bananas This recipe is a con-
venient one because the num-
ber and size of servings can be
adjusted to suit your need.'
Woman's Club Executive Board
Hears Keith Heim At Meeting
Keith Heim of the Galloway
County Humane Society,
spoka briefly of the projects,
works, and aims of the society
at the meeting of the
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club held
Monday, April 5, at 11:30 a.m.
at the clubhouse.
The Humane Society
spokesman said the society
now has. 120 members wrib
have two nutin projects in the
future-low cost spading
clinic and new animal shelter.
Memberships are $15 for
family, $10.00 for individual,
and a special Senior Citizen
rate of $5.80 couple or $3.00 for
Individual. He appealed to the
board members for support in
their three general purposes:
Prevention of cruelty to
animals, relief of suffering
among animals, and extension
of humane education.
Mrs A. C. LaFollette,
general president, , said the
Murray club had received a
citation of achievement from
the General President of the
National 'Federation of
Women's Club, Carol E.
Miller, for "participation to
improve quality of community
life" during the past year.
The minutes were read by
Mrs.. 'Harold Bearnah,
secretary,- and the financial"
report was given by Mrs. Don
Burchfield, treasurer. Mrs.
Bob Billington, second vice-
president, reported on the
district contests held at
Marshall County High School.
Several members will at-
tend the state convention at
Lexington April 19-24.
Other board members
present were Mesdames Carl
Harrison, Thomas Brown, J. I.
Hosick, Robert Warren, Don
Keller, J. B. Burkeen. and Doni
Brock.
Mrs. Bulas Wilson Is Hostess
For Coldwater Women's Meet
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
Monday, April 5, at 7:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs. Hulas
Wilson who was also in charge
of the program.
Matthew 2811-10 was the
scripture read by Mrs.
Charles Tipton followed with
prayer by Mrs. Howard
Kinsey.
-Easter" was discussed by
Mrs. Cody Adams; "Men
Have Always Found God's
Love Too Much To Bear" by
Mrs. Jknmy Wilson;
"Forgiveness and What Is It"
by Mrs. Bobby Locke: a poem,
"A Touch of The Master's
Hand" by Mrs. Sherwood
Potts; "Today" by Mrs. John
Baker; -Your Garden- by
Mrs. Bulas Wilson
The closing prayer was led
Rainbow Girls
Hold Meeting
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met TUesday. April 6, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall with
thtiida -Medd as worthy
,,gtvisor and Twila Coleman as
mother advisor
Plans were made for the
members to sell candy.
Members present were
Deidra Folsom, Kathy Black,
Linda Knight, Teri Carson,
Tina George, Less Robertson,
Susan Estes, Johnda Moss,




Adults present were Tvnla
C.olemar.. Frances Churchill,
and Marilyn Weatherford.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday April 20, at seven
p.m.
by Mrs. Gary Mohler
Mrs. Gary Haneline,
president, presided. Plans
were made to have a bazaar
and bake sale on Saturday,
April 24, starting at ten a.m. in
front of Roses.
Cokes, coffee, and
doughnuts were served by
Mrs. Wilson to twelve
members and two visitors.
The next meeting will be on
May 3 at seven p.m. at the
church,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Lindy Suiter of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Lanny Turner of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He suffered injuries in a
traffic accident on March 19





Arbor Day in Kentucky is the first Friday in April and
this year the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club planted two yellow poplar trees at the
Murray Vocational Center. Assisting in the planting are:
Jamie Potts, ag instructor, planting the trees, Jim Lawson,
director, Shirley Morton, projects committee of Garden
Department, Harold Grogan, carpentry instructor, and
carpentry students at the vocational school.
HAS EYE SURGERY
Paul Cunningham was
....&ae siasaat,  xnripy (rnm.  the 
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after having un-
dergone eye surgery. His son
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Zane
Cunningham and son, Philip,
of Bowling Green were their
weekend guests.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Roy Norsworthy of




Mrs. Nettie Beach of







Oh • ;Arlie Brea('
and Pr r IT 1Salie
C citifin Salad [mime
with nest', (
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti /
nnti Snind /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p. m.
Includes As Always
FREE REFILLS
You Cant' Eat This Good







Calloway County's Largest Shopping Center
Day after day people of
Calloway County are 'learning
from experts why they should
SHOP Downtown Murray!


































Per chess Industrial loan Plan














*Every purchase is Value Packed
Shop Downtown Murray




*Calloway Co. Court House
*Main office of both Banks
'Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital
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Guest Editoral
Regulations
There is growing concern
- here in Georgia and elsewhere
in the nation over the tendency
of all echelons of government to
over-regulate our lives.
It appears that once an or-
dinary mortal is elected to of-
fice he believes he is
automatically endowed with
manifest wisdom with which to
direct the lives and living con-
ditions of those ordinary mor-
tals who are not elected to of-
fice.
While wehave not yet arrived
at the ludicrous state of affairs
found in the Federal Republic
of Germany, if we accept in-
creasing government in-
terference in our lives we shall
shortly find ourselves there.
In West Germany there are
laws to tell merchants when
they can open, when they must
Theyirnay open no earlier
than 7 a.m. and close no later
than 6:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. On Saturday
Funny
Finny World
Chicago — Paul Disrnuke, 2d, has
found that the long arm of the law can
be cloaked in a nun's habit. A Cook
County grand jury indicated Dismuke
on a robbery charge, contending that he
walked into the Corpus Christi Church
on the South Side and tried to run off
with $2,900 from the church's office.
Authorities said Sister Ann Rubly,
weighing 130 pounds, ran after him,
tackled him and held him for police,




By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 13, the 104th
day of 1976. There are 262 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1743, the third
American president and author of the
Declaration of Independence, Thomas
Jefferson, was born in Albemarle
County, Va.
On this date--
In 1366, King Richard II of England
was born.
In 1598, King Henry IV of France
signed the Edict of Nantes, granting a
large measure of religious liberty to the
Protestant Huguenots.
In 1848, the island of Sicily was
declared independent of Naples.
In 1943, President Franklin Roosevelt
dedicated the Jefferson Memorial in
Washington.
In 1964, the Motion Picture Academy
named Sidney Pottier best actor. He
was the first black to win an Oscar in
the top categories.
In 1970, the Pentagon reported that a
Soviet submarine appparently had sunk
in the Atlantic Ocean northwest of
Spain, with a heavy loss of life.
Ten years ago: Viet Cong mortars
rocked Saigon's air base, killing seven
Americans, injuring 155 Americans and
Vietnamese and destroying four planes
and a fuel dump.
Five years ago: Three armed robbers
fled with a quarter of a million dollars
from a bank at a Brooklyn, N.Y.,
military base and released 12 hostages
unharmed.
One year ago: There was fierce
fighting in South Vietnam's Mekong
Delta as Communists pressed a drive to
take the city of Xuan Loc.
Today's birthdays: Former Min-
nesota Governor Harold Stassen is 69.
Writer Samuel Beckett is 70.
Thought today: A little rebellion,
now and tien. is a good thing, and as
necessary in the political world as
storms in the physical -- Thomas
Jefferson
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General George
Washington arrived in New York to
prepare the city's defense in the
Revolutionary War.
0
they are required to close at 2
In Haan, West Germany, an
enterprising grocer sought to
defy the law. He would sell to
anyone at any time. And for a
while he got away with it. But
his competitors sought govern-
ment interference. He has been
fined $2,000 and warned that he
will be fined some $8,000 if he
sells anything after 6:30 p.m.
Free spirit that he is, the
grocer noted that in today's
competitive world the only way
to succeed is to -give extra ser-
vice and show a little
imagination." But the Bonn
government wilr mot permit
him to do this.
He -describes this as "in-
sane." And it seems insane to
us. But this sort of government
insanity will triumph unless
those who believe in individual
_rights and freedom reject with
vigor the tendency of govern-
ment to regulate our every
move.
—Atlanta (Ga.) Journal and Constitution




One wonders at the connection bet-
ween bunnies, baby ducks, and chicks
and a religious holiday such as Easter.
Most of these animals die of neglect a
few days after their novelty wears off.
Unless the buyer intends to make
permanent pets of these animals and
understands how to care for them, they
make poor 1g:its fir Easter.
Keith Heim, President




Ruth Ann Riley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Riley and eighth grade
student at Kirksey Elementary School,
won both the eighth grade and grand
championship of the Calloway County
Spelling Bee. Ann Battle of Murray
High and Kathy Hopkins of Kirksey
were seventh and sixth grade cham-
pions respectively.
National Library Week will be ob-
served the entire week of April 17-23 at
the Murray-Calloway County Library
Activities have been planned to interest
all ages.
More than 3,600 acres of Stewart
County land and water have been
granted the state of Tennessee for use
as a wildlife management area.
Rev. and Mrs. R. J. But poe of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Marcia Lynne, to William N.
Koenecke, son of Mrs. Alice Koenecke
of Carbondale, fll., and the late Henry
C. Koenecke of West Salem, Ill.
Ground beef is advertised at 29 cents
per pound in the ad for Johnson's
Grocery this week.
20 Years Ago
John Pasco has been named as
supervisor of the local Ground Ob-
server Corps with Mrs. J. I. Hosick as
chief observer. This is a part of the Civil
Defense program here.
Coach Rex Alexander of Murray
State College will be one of the principal
speakers at a meeting of the Kentucky
High School Coaches at Louisville on
April 12.
James R. Moyer of Murray High
School was awarded a certificate of
merit by the National Merit Scholar-
ship Corporation.
Mrs. Mottle Lou Ross, age 66, died
April 11 at the home of her son, Ralph
Ross.
Good quality fat steers sold for $16-
$17.90 at the sale at the Murray
livestock Company this week.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4 Chris tmos Day New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc 103 N 411, St Murray
Ky 42071
SIICOnd Class Postage Bold at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areros served
by carriers 52 25 per month payable In
advance By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton Nordin Mayfield Sedafia
and Form,ngton Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn $1500
per year By mail to other des, inotions.
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press Ken




REP. JAMES A. BURKE (Mewl ".
. New York City's announcement this
week that it is considering terminating
social security coverage fo6r its em-
ployees is one which should be viewed
with the greatest concern.
As chairman of the House Social
Security Subcommittee, I intend to hold
hearings on this development beginning
April 26.
"I insert an article which appeared in
the Boston Globe. . . By David D.
Wilson. . which) outlines why we
have good cause for concern over what
appears to be a growing trend on the
part of city, county and local govern-
ment." Condensed article follows: Sr
Social Security: Glaring
Inequity
By David B. Wilson
The Washington Post reports that 13R
city, county and local governmen;
agencies have dropped out of the Social
Security system in the last two years
and another 207 have signified their
intention to do so.
Public employees have the option of
dropping out, replacing Social Security
with private retirement plans. So do
employees of private, non-profit cor-
porations.
The alternative is not available to the
overwhelming proportion of private
sector workers now required to pay
Social Security taxes, matched, dollar
for dollar by employer contributions
But perhaps the most shocking im-
plication is that early retires under
public sector private retirement plans
would be free to take sufficient private
sector employment to qualify them frr
Social Security upon retirement at 62 or
OS. thereby enriching themselves at the
Bible Thought
For as et they knew not the
scripture. that he must rise again
from the dead. John 20:9.
I he spirit of Christ within us te




When Your Doorbell Rings,
Be Ready To Fig-ht Cancer
By M. C. Garrott
Throughout this month, the ladies of
the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be going from
house-to-house across this community
knocking on doors and seeking con-
tributions to the American Cancer
Society.
This is their big project of the year.
There will be more than 200 of them out
making the calls under the supervision
of Mrs. Juanita Hatcher and Mrs.
Dwight Crisp, the co-chairmen this
year.
They don't seek out some "big name"
in the community and make them
honorary chairman. They don't make a
big publicity hullabaloo about it, posing
with city and county officials signing
proclamations or making initital
contributions.
They just get out every year and ring
door bells and ask for the money needed.
to help fight, research, detect and treat
this dreaded illness which strikes one
out of every three families in America.
Their goal this year is just a little
more than $7,000, just a hair over 23
cents for each person in Calloway
County. That isn't even the price of a
pack of cigarettes—one of the greatest
causes of cancer. What a shame it will
be if they don't reach their goal. They
can if you'll be ready with your con-
tribution when they ring your doorbell.
+ + +
My mother died of cancer in 1943, at
the age of 54 and less than six months
after our eldest, her first grandchild,
was born. I had just received Army
orders promoting me to captain when I
called home from Texas to announce
the good news only to learn that Mom
had just returned from the hospital with
the verdict Dad so greatly feared. You
don't forget days like that.
She lingered only three months
before she passed away only a few days
before Christmas.
+-4+
I have long wondered why our federal
government didn't roll up its sleeves
and tackle the cancer .problem with
eVefy tescTufde rifits co-rnfriENFT-atri
confident minds which can devise the
equipment necessary to land men on
the moon and to send pictures in color
through the air could conquer a deadly
virus or germ, whichever it is, that kills
an many of our people.
It is disheartening to read how
literally thousands of federal dollars
are poured into "research" projects
such as determining the effect of the
smoking of marijuana on sexual
behavior or the mating habits of a gnat
when ladies like those of the Woman's
Club here have to get out, often in in-
clement weather, and go from door-to-
door to beg for funds to carry on the
research work necessary to find the
cause and cure for cancer.
I don't see any chance, though, of
anything like that ever - happening--
not under our present system of
government—but wouldn't it be a
wonderful thing for our government to
do, not just for those of us in America,
but for all the people of the world.
Meanwhile, dig down deep and help
the ladies when they come to your door.
If there was ever a project that needs
the support of everyone in the com-
munity this thing of battling cancer is
It. .
Another sad state of affairs: The
Meredith Corporation of Des Monies,
Ia., publisher of "Successful Farming"
and -Better Homes and Gardens," has
fired eight employees who objected on
religious and moral grounds to ac-
cepting work assignments on "Viva"
and "Penthouse," both printed under
contract by Meredith.
Two other employees resigned.
Published by Penthouse International,
Inc., of New York, the two magazines
use photography featuring nudity. The
corporation has maintained that it will
not rehire the employes unless they
COnsent to work on all the magazines it
prints.
William E. Macklin, a union officer
and a 24-year employee who was fired,
said that to continue working at
Meredith under present policies would
be "contributing to the moral
degeneracy of the nation." Meredith
has acknowledged receiving several
dred letters protesting -the firings
a canceling subscriptions to "Better
es" and "Successful Farming."






(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
expense of the people who have spent
their working lives entirely in the
system.
A not unreasonable and certainly
equitable approach to rectivying these
injustices would be to oblige all
workers, without exception, to par-
ticipate in a Social Security System.
Instead, public employees are
dropping out, many with the intention
of reinstatement, or qualification by
'`moonlighting." If the trend continues,






The Social Security Act provides that
two years notice of proposed ter-
mination must be given. Once the
'.ermination is effective, it is

















;Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer arid do not
neces.sarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger at Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
"column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor.)
Parading For Children
By the Rev. Henry McKenzie
The 9=kriftesulK ParadE and the
Rotary Christmas parade find mem-
bers of the Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club clowning and entertaining
along the line of march. They clown
that children might live, and with #
prayer that they might recover from
hopelessness to the normal life. Their
mission is always described on the
national television for the East-West
Shrine Football classics which net
millions of dollars for the hospital
recovery program.
Members of the Shrine are members
of the Masonic fraternity in good
standing. After the first three degrees
of Blue Lodge, they may become
Knights Templar or members of the
Consistory with the thirty-second
degree, upon having received the
degrees of the Chapter and Council.
Members of the Shrine cherish their
heritage of high ideals, noble deeds and
lofty aspirations, the principles of love
and service being the main object of the
Order. Their leadership urges the
forgetting of material things and the
stressing of their spiritual pattern as
the essence and reason for their
existence. The leaders can only make a
trail, but the path keeps beaten out by
the membership, almost a million
strong.
It takes patience to be ready to help
others, and for opportunities to do a
little good every day to have the insight
and understanding to grasp them.
Wisdom comes through loving service,
to be wise and fair in judgment—with
faithfulness in every act whether great
or small, is a test of wisdom. It can best
be summed up: -In large things, Unity;
in lesser things, Tolerance; and in all
things, Charity.
Faith is an trrar-hortant principle of ,the
Order and is a real tower of strength
and help—faith in God, in people, in
one's self. The Masonic Order is
founded on a belief in God—not merely
praying on our knees at night; but it is
the brave endeavor, the strength to
serve, the unfaltering trust in God's
-
Total Shrine membership is more
than 919,000 in 176 temples. The local
Shrine Club is one of 2500 throughout
the land which participate in the sup-
port of the twenty-two Shrine hospitals,
the first of which was opened in 1922.
Nineteen of these are orthopedic
hospitals and three are burns institutes.
170,000 patients have been treated at an
average cost of two thousand dollars
Annual cost of operation of the hospitals
totals thirty-three million dollars.
Plans are underway for the local
Annual Shrine Club Golf Tournament
More than three hundred golfers
participated in last year's event and
even more are expected this year.
Proceeds from the tournament are
directed to the hospital fund which has
benefit ted in recent years by local gifts
totaling many thousands of dollars.
During the past year the local Shrine
Club has given five thousand dollars for
hospital upkeep.
Local Shriners are planning a trip to
visit the St. Louis Hospital on May 16,
under the direction of John L. Williams,
an executive director on the hospital
board. Wives of local Shriners hope to
prepare hospital garb for the children:
Fisher Price officials have promised to
send several hundred dollars' worth of
toys; and the local clown unit will





surprisingly prevalent in Amen-
ran adolescents
The Department of Health.
Jclueation and Welfare (HEW,
through is National Center for
Tieakti tratitstics, recently issued
I mport entitled. "Eye Examina
tin Findings among Youths
tged 12-17 Years, United
States- The report contains na
lona) Odin-tales of the preva-
Ience of eye conditions tiased on
#tve examination, vision test, and
medical history findings of
yagl* examined in the Health
Examination Survey of 1966-70.
According to this report.
arts one-twelfth lB million) of
youths in the tinted 19ates
ye one or more significant eye
cormalities The MOO COM -
in of these is tmpia bestia-
1 of an eye from its normal
.otinn --of some degree
' tabisMus, squint or crticseyel
is trouble is substantially
By F.J.L Blastngarne,
more prevalent in boys of this
age group than in girls. About 35
youths per 1,000 showed varying
degrees of tmpia
For unclear reasons, eye ab
normalities were more common
among youths in families with
incomes of less the $5,000 per
year than in those with incomes
of 115.000 or more regardless of
race or geographic region
Another surprise in the report
Nearly one-eighth (26 million) of
the youths 12 17 ytears of age in
this country indicate that they do
not wear, hut need. glasses The
proportion is almost twice as
great among girls as boys and
greater among older youths than
among younger ones. consistent
with the increase to waial aci»t‘
defects during this age range
Parents had knowledge of the
need for glasses for only about
half of those adolescents
Forthermoreone-fifth of those
youths who had glasses or con
MI)
tact lenses said that they needed
a change in them.
Uncorrected eye abnor-
malities or failure to use correc-
tiVe lenses may account in part
for many youths' lack of Interest
in their studies. Such reactions
may lead to poor preparation,
dropping out, and lower earning
capacities in later life
Parents and eduratnrs need to
he alert to possible visual defects
arid the effects on adolescents
Q Mrs GP wants comment
about the significance of a fallen
kidney
A A fallen, or ptosed, kidney
may he normal and of no signifi-
cance if the lower position of the
kidney does not impair its
c-iruclation or emptying Tan
aryl lean persons usually have
kuineys that displace downward
more often than short, stocky in
when in the erect post -
non. Backache and flank pain
were formerly much more at-
tihuted to ptasts of the kidney
than is the general opinion to-
day Surgery to fix the kidney to
a higher level often failed to
hriryg relief of symptoms. Such
surgery is now used to prevent
poor drainage if other procdures
are not effective
Q. Mr. L.F. has a nephew who
is studying to he an EMT in
medicine and asks for an ex-
planation.
A At times I feel that medical
titles are often confusing when
described by an abbreviation as
in this instance An EMT is an
Emergency Medical Technician
Such technicians (paramedics)
are growing in numbers In assist
in hospital and area rescue ser
vices, including ethergency
mobile units which extend cirh





























































































































































CAR WASH HELD—The Kappa Delta Sorority Field a car ybash Saturday at Uniscisits
Gulf on behalf of the Cystic Fibrosis log-Bike-A-Thon which will be hell this Saturday.
Top row, left to right are Laurie Green, Chris Postel, Peggy Powell, lean Campbell and
cystic fibrosis co-chairman J. D. Williams. Front row, Cindy Kaltenbach, Eleanor Mills,
Lisa Da s and Kim Peck. Others who helped but were not pictured were Holly Cloar,
Lynn Shepard, Karen Porter and loan Christianson. "The cystic fibrosis organizers wish
to thank L. D. Workman, owner of University Gulf, for the use of his facilities," a
spokesman said. .451aff Photo by Mike &Aniline
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Record Review
by J D Lancaster





ELO And Journey Two Great Albums
Tonight is thoeisight for the
big Electrie 'Light Orchestra
and Journey concert' at 8 p. m.
at the Murray State
Fieldhouse. Also, there will be
a special guest. We think we
know who it is; but we'll never
tell. Since the concert is
tonight, we thought itpiould be
fitting to review the latest
albums of these groups -
"Face the Music" by ELO and
"Look Into the Future" by
Journey.
Electric Light Orchestra
and the British have done it
again e-they-- have - a Wry--
successful hit album in the
form of "Face the Music." -
The first song and the album
cover to start with is very
weird. The cover features an
electric chair while the record
jacket has the group in a pale
green color with glaring eyes
and a person's hand gripping
the arms of the electric chair
while being electrocuted.
The first cut "Fire on High"
has mysterious squeaky
sounds and a horrifying voice
talking as if the record was
placed in reverse. Then the
sons picks up with vocal
making excellent use of the
moog synthesizer.
"Waterfall" is also a
beautiful cut, and is sung well
by lead singer, Jeff Lynne.
Jeff uses good comparisons
with the words "waterfall"
and "love." Lynne, by the way
does all the composing on this
HISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home•delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday
Fridey or by 3,30 p. in on
Saturdays are ueged to call
753-1916 between 5-30 p m
und 6 p. rn Monday Friday
or 3 30 p m and 4 p ml
Saturdays, to insure deliver/
of the newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p. rn week
days or 4 p. ns Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
album and a good job of it too.
-Evil Woman" is our
favorite of all the cuts on the
album. Drums and vocals are
tops on this fairly recent hit
single by ELO.
The stirring strings of
Karninsky, McDowall and
Gale are superb on
"Nightrider." The back up
vocals prove their worth too.
"Poker" does not rate too
well in cur opinion because the
guitars at times drown out the
vocals. Well seven out of eight
cuts can't be too bad.
--EL-Cre------1-iste-et -.en& ,
"Strange Magic" which is
climbing the charts is ex-
cellent:The group makes good
use of the moog and great
vocal parts. The group's
engineers at the studios did a
great job in mixing and
remixing the various sounds
on this cut.
We now ask a famous
question: Is ELO attempting
to cross over to country music
like many of the groups are
doing? There is an indication
in "Down Home Town" of
some country flair. The cut
even talks about Dixie which
makes this cut even better.
-One Summer Dream"
shows us the mellow side of
ELO and is great on the vocal
echoes.
We believe that ELO has
produced their best album to
date even surpassing their
gold album - "Eldorado."
We're sure that their concert
performance tonight will be
even more impressive.
Journey
Journey is new to the rock
scene and is considered to be a
group that is on it's way to the
top. Journey's sound is what is
considered to be hard rock or
"space rock." It is basically
the San Francisco sound that
persists in the height Ashbury
district. However, it is a little
more than that. It has the flair
of Santana because two




Often suer the years. the danger of mail order
prescriptions hese been cited in mans medical
journals. Hers is one example
The dangers of mail order prescriptions include
lobsaavggp&ountered in ohtaininE the medication. lhe
absence id the phssitian-pharmacist relationship. the
difficulties of checking the prescription files for
strength and dosage. and the possibilities that
prescriptirmis skiff he fiHetI hs tion-pireofeesionoi
personnel 111 phusiruans should cooperate by
keeping their patients informed relative to the dangers
of these schemes.", (End of Quote)
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 firs Per Week








Rolie and Neal Schon make up
the heart of Journey.
"Look Into the Future,"
Journey's latest album is
eiplosive to the hard rock
scene. The lead vocals .are top
notch in "On A Saturday
Night." "It's All Too Much" is
weird because of the
engineering capacities of
reversing the soundtrack. The
keyboards on this particular
cut are unsurpassed.
The guitars of •'Anyway"
come on strong as well as good
phasing in and out on "Your 
.010 pu.:' -On this par-
ticular cut, Journey makes
good use of their "Long
vibrato."
The tital song, "Look Into
the Future" should be a smash
hit for the album. Guitars and
vocals of Rolie and Schone
have a lot going for it.
"Midnight Dreamer" and
"I'm Gonna Leave You" are
fair cuts on the album, but are
not really up to the rest of the
album except for the moog
and guitars on "Midnight
Dreamer."
After giving you a "look into
the future" on the music scene
let's "face the music" at




College of Creative Ex-
pression, Dept. of Music will
present Mrs. Marie Taylor,
Assistant Prof. of Music, in a
Faculty Bicentennial Recital
Tuesday, April 13, 1976, at
8:15 p. m. in the Recital Hall
Annex of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Complex.
Featured in the recital of
early keyboard music will be
the famous "Battle of Tren-
ton" historical Sonata by
James Hewitt as well as
Hewitt's "Yankee Doodle
Variations." America's first
matinee idol, Louis Moreau
Gottschalk, will be represen-
ted by two of his more
familiar works, "Souvenir of
Puerto Rico" and "The Ban-
jo."
Assiting Mrs. Taylor will be
Henry Bannon, Assoc. Prof.
of Music who will sing a
group of representative Art
Songs, including the earliest
known Art Song written in
the United States.
There is no admission
charge and the public is cor-
dially invited to attend
Ford Continues Portrayal As Underdog
By The Associated Press Pittsburgh.. Former Georgia
President Ford, contipuioy "Gov. Jimmy Carter was
to portray himself ae:The
underdog in. Texas' 1
Republican pripary. Ss
challenger Reneld Reagan is
ahead but 'That "we CoUld
surprise-them."
Fygifs campaign manager,
kOgers Morton, said the race
in the Lone Star state was "too
close to call."
At a White House reception
Monday, Ford said, "We could
surprise them down there and
we have an opportunity to win.
If we can do syt.11 in Texas, if
wg surprise them, then I think
we've really got headway
going."
The President will try a new
tactic aimed at increased
news coverage of his activitie
when he resumes his can
paign travels next week.
Ford plans to do h:
campaigning during the
normal Monday-Friday work
week, White House sources
said, rather than on Fridays
and Saturdays as he has in th,
past.
Newspaper deadlines are
early on Saturdays, they
reason, and weekend
television network news
programs have far smaller
audiences than those on week-
day evenings.
Meanwhile, a report filed
with the government Monday
showed Reagan's campaign
trimmed its spending in
March to barely half of what rt
laid out in February and ran
its debt to nearly $1 million,
while the Presiders cam-
pa ig n increased its ex-
penditures in March and
gilded the month $777
ahead.
Reagan spent $1.61, million
:n March, in sharp contrast
with the $2.84 million he spent
n February, the report
:howed.
On the Democratic side, the
leading contenders for the
party's presidentia,
nomination stepped up their
campeigning for Penn-
sylvania's April 27 primary
Pennsylvania will elect 134
Democratic delegates in the
primary and 44 others at the
party's state conventions.
Arizona Rep. Morris Udii
,,,holanais adi Ka at rant is,
downtown Philadelphia
search for votes Mon
planned to head for Pittsbirth
today. Washington Sen. Henry
M. Jackson also was due in
expected at a,rally in Atlanta
before taking ht campaign to
Wilkes-Barre, Pa,
Missouri campaigneofficials
for both Udall and Jackson
said Monday the candidates
had canceled scheduled ap-
pearances in the state this
week to concentrate on
Pennsylvania.
Meanwhile, Carter's use of
the phrase "ethnic purity"
continued to come under
criticism.
Black activist Hosea
Williams said in Atlanta that
Carter's apology for using the
phrase in a speech does not go
far enough. Williams, a state
447
legislator, called on blacks to
stop supporting Carter "until
he clarifies his stand on in-
tegrated neighborhoods."
Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace, his campaign for the
Democratic nomination
hampered by money
problems, was scheduled to
kick off a five-day trip to
Texas and Arizona today.
Idaho Sen. Frank Church,
most recent of the entrants in
the Dernocratic race, con-
tinued a three-day swing
through Nebraska. He arrived
in the state Sunday to begin
preparations for the May 11
primary there — the first one
in. which he is an active
candidate.
A 'big-as-life' Easter Bunny will be visiting at the
Murray-Calloway County Public library, 10:00 a.m
Wednesday, April 14th. A professional photographer
will be present to make individual pictures oi your child
with the Bunny immediately following story hour. One 3
iit-tiiior pan-wit beNi.ou or Iwo s x i's, plus tour
billfold color photos will be S5.00 plus 50 cents for each
additional child. Proceeds from the pictures will go 19
help support Christian education at Freed-Hardeman
College in Henderson, Tenn.
hi a speech Monday at the
University of Nebraska,
Church attacked the overseas
growth of multinational
corporations at the expense of
the U.S. economy.
There were these other
political developments:
—Jackson 'was the only
Democratic candidate to
report his cash status Mon-
day. He ended March with
$154,015 cash on hand and no
bills outstanding. His private
donations during March
reached $36,154, triple the
amounts he received in
January and February.
However, his March ex-
penditures of $1.10 million
were down somewhat from his
February outlays of $1 34
million.
—Ford vetoed legislation
which would have repealed
the 36-year-old Hatch Act,
,which bans partisah political
activity by feders1 employes.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS track















Odin 33 Royer island
25 Jas°̂  I s,"' 36 Sun god
268'1,04S 0' 37 CnUrCnpleasant* caretaker27 South AM*71• 36Ervuta vapor
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"Service Buift Our Business"
uodnop
You Are Cordially Invited
To Become A Charter Patron
Of The .
JACKSON PURCHASE MUSEUM
A Bi«mtennial project of all the counties of the Jackson Purchase in an effort to preserve the heritage of
%esterr Kentucky in a permanent depository to be located in Wrather Hall on the Campus of Murray State
r. vNitv and hereby known as the Jackson Purchase Museum.
Charter Membership Closes April 20th, 1976
Patron Contribution $100.00 (tax deductible) and entitles patron to. . .
1. Name enscribed on plaque as charter patron to be hung in entrance to museum
2. Charter Museum Membership
3. Museum mailing list of current exhibits.
4. Collector's copy of Jesse Stuarts "My World"
5. Autograph reception with Jesse Stuart April 20th, 1976
6. Use of Member's reception room when visiting Jackson Purchase Museum.
For Information





P. 0. Box 150, Murray, Ky.
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HIGH AVERAGES Awards for having the highest season averages
Bowling league went to from left to right Sondra Rice Pat Scott and Mary
in the Dinar or Dollar
Smith.
FIRST PLACE TEAM The first ploce team in the Diliar or Donor Bowling league was
Crawford s Shell Members oce from left to right: Helen Wile, Ethlene McCollon, Judy Caldwell,
and too Darnee.
Hunter Back In Form




Dollar Man met baseball's
Three Million Dollar Man
Monday night and the
4.--me't get
their two cents in.
"Lee Majors waved to me
befote the genie," Catfish
Hunter said. "I wanted to
trade him and get a new ar-
Don't try to run that one by
the Orioles. They couldn't do
much with Hunter's old arm,
managing only three singles
as the New York Yankees
made off with a 3-0 triumph to
kick off ABC-TV's 16-week
Monday night television
package.
In the only other major
league games, the Texas
Rangers trimmed the Oakland
A's 5-1 behind veteran Nelson
Briles and the Houston Astros
blanked the San Francisco
Giants 5-0 as J.R. Richard,
Larry Hardy and Ken Forsch
scattered nine hits.
Cleveland at Boston in the
American League was called
off by cold weather and San
Diego at Los Angeles in the
National was rained out with
56.000 on hand. It was the
Dodgers' first home rainout
since 1967 and only their
second since moving to Los
Angeles in 1958.
In frigid 43-degree
Baltimore, Majors — an ABC-
TV, star, natch — threw out the
first ball before Hunter took
over and it's doubtful if the
nattvcake Orioles, with
Reggie Jackson back home in
Arizona and Lee May in the
clubhouse nursing a first-
inning groin injury, could
have hit that one, either.
"Same old Catfish,"
moa -d,ne
of the many Orioles who went
hitless. "He's always around
the plate and you get awful
anxious up there."
"He's unbelievable," said
Bobby Grich, hitless in three
trips. "He's worth every
penny he is getting."
The Yanks staked Hunter to
a first-inning run on Lou
Piniella's run-producing
double off Ross Grimsley and
added two unearned runs on
Thurman Munson's bases-
loaded single in the fifth. Tony
Muser collected two of the hits
Hunter allowed.
Rangers 5, A's 1
Briles, pitching in a light
rain, checked hard-hitting
Oakland on four hits and was
backed by Jeff Burroughs'
three-run homer off Paul
Mitchell and Tom Grieve's
solo shot off Mike Norris.
Briles, a 32-year-old right-
hander acquired from Kansas
City during the off-season,
blanked the A's until the
seventh when Don Baylor
tripled and scored on Sal
Bando's grounder.
Astros 5, Giants 0
The Giants wasted
numerous opportunites in the
early going. Richard allowed
five hits and walked seven in 5
1-3 innings while Hardy was
















The Dinar or Dollar Bowling a ward, were as follows
League held its annual end of Ethelene McCallon received
the season awards banquet on the High Series Handicap
April 9 at the Lamplighter trophy with a score of 704. She
Restaurant. After the meal also received the W. I. B. C.
was served, a meeting was High Series Patch. Sondra
held to elect new officers and Rice received the High Series
to present awards and Scratch trophy with a 599,
trophies earned during the High game handicap was a tie
year. The league trophies and between Lois Smith and
W.I.B.C. awards were in a_ Margaret Morton with a 271.
High eve scratch went tobicentennial vein.
The prizes and awards Pat Scott with h 215. ,
which were presented are as High Average Trophies
follows: were given to Sondra Rice,
First place team was who maintained an average of
Crawford Shell; players were 168, Mary Smith with an
Lou Darnell, Helen Uzzle, average of 159, and Pat Scott
Judy Caldwell, and Ethelene with an average of 155. The
McCallon. In addition to first most improved bowler award
place trophies, these girls also and trophy went to Chris
received League Cham- Spiceland with an im-
pionship Patches from W. I. B. provement of 21 pins.
C. Other awards given were
Second place team was 225 pins to those girls who had
Smith's Poultry. Players were bowled a game of 225 or over
Mary Smith, Chris Spiceland, during the year. They were
Judy Warren and Joan Her- Sondra Rice, Margaret
ndon. 
 
Morton,is sEthi elene McCallon,
Third place team was 
andum h 
Steely and Clark Construction. 500 Series pins were given to
Players were Loretta Barrow, those girls who had bowled a
Marie Clark, Mona Steely, and 500 scratch series. They were
Jeanette Williams. Mary Smith, Sondra Rice,
Fourt place team was Nancy Todd, Pat Scott,
Corvette Lanes, Players Margaret Morton, Mary
were Sarah Calhoun, Nancy Harris, Lois Smith, Jeanette
Todd, Paulette Edmondson Williams and Ethelene
and Mary Hutson. McCallon.
Team High Series Handicap Bicentennial 200 patches
went to Astro Car Wash. were presented to Mary
Players were Sondra Rice, Smith, Jean Bland, Margaret
Joyce Morton, Evelyn Blivin Morton, Jeanette Williams
and Judy Turner. and Ethelene McCallon.
Team High Game Handicap Perfect attendance pins
went to D. & D. Body Shop. were presented to the girls
Players were Pat Scott, who had bowled every day of
Sandra Downey, Brenda the season,
Manker,.and Terr •Underhilt— Every member of the league
First, second, and third I received a bicentennial hand
place team sponsors received towel and a wooden bicen-
Sponsor's Plaques. tennial bowling pin,
Individual trophies and (miniature),
"It wasn't a real out-
standing performance,"
Manager Bill Virdon said of
the hard-throwing but erratic
6-foot-8 Richard, "but what I
liked most was he came back
.aftaar_ha wa_c in trouble. Itpink.
his control problems are
physical. His rhythm is bad
and he still overthrows, but
he's working it out."
Breaks Record
RAEFORD, N.C. (AP)
Kathy McMillan, a senior at
Hoke High School, has ex-
ceeded the listed American
record in the women's long
jump.
Miss McMillan leaped 21
feet, 712 inches Monday in a
triangular high school meet.
The distance will establish an
American women's record if it
is accepted by the Amateur
Athletic Union.
It bettered the previous
American mark of 21-71-4, set
by Martha Watson in
Stockholm in 1974. Miss
McMillan's previous best was
21-7 at an international meet
in Czechoslovakia last year.
Her coach, Bill Colston, said
a wind gauge at the long jump
site showed an acceptable
trailing wind for the jump.
The women's world record
of 22-5le was set in 1970 by
Heidi Rosendahl of West
Germany.
( Nit lRRAY • it V- TIMES)
PORTS
F ootbel-la mime- To
Be At StewaTt Stadium
The First Annual Western Kentucky Conference Foot-
ball Jamboree will be held August 20 in Stewart Stadium.
All seven of the District Class AA teams will be on hand
as well as Class AAA school Marshall County to round out
the eight-team affair.
Each team will be playing two, eight-minute quarters
against the same club. There will be no break in between
the games as the teams not playing will be warming up
while other games are in process.
The jamboree will begin at 7 p.m. on Friday, August
20th, and in case of rain, will be held at the same time the
following day.
There will be no free passes available for the event.
Also, there will be no bands admitted free, however, if a
pep band wishes to come and pay its own way, it will be
allowed.
Admission will be two dollars for adults and one dollar
for students.
"We feel like it's a fine opportunity to give fans a chance
to preview the Class AA schools in our District and we are
also proud to have Marshall County entered in this event.
All of the schools are really excited," Murray High Coach
John Hina said.
"Also, we're quite pleased with the cooperation given to
us by Murray State," the Tiger coach added.
Reidland will play Todd County in the first contest, Web-
ster County will meet Caldwell County in the second
game, Mayfield will face Tiigg County in the third en-
counter and Murray High will battle Marshall County in
the finale.
An effort was made to prevent teams from playing a
club they would be meeting in the early part of the season.
Peace Finally Prevails In
NBA, Bargaining Plan Made
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Peace
reigned in the National
Basketball Association today
for the first ame in six years




Monday by NBA Com-
missioner Larry O'Brien and
Larry Fleisher, general
counsel for the players
association, at a joint news
conference added generously
to the players' already
lucrative financial benefits.
It was the first time since
1970, when Oscar Robertson
and several other players filed
a class action suit against the
NBA, that peace prevailed in
the league.
The Robertson suit was
settled out of court two months
ago in Philadelphia during the
All-Star break. It only needs to
be approved by Judge Robert
L. Carter of Southern District
Court in New York to be
finalized. The judge is ex-
pected to be presented the
papers for signing within the
next week.
Meanwhile, O'Brien
disclosed that Judge Carter
had suggested the NBA and
American Basketball
Association explore the
possibility of resolving out of
court another lawsuit — the
ABA's antitrust action against
the NBA.
The suit is scheduled ttr be
tried in Judge Carter's court
on June 1, but both sides have
asked for extensions — the
ABA until June 15 and the
NBA until September. The suit
charges the NBA with
engaging in monopolistic
practices designed to drive
competitors out of business.
Following Judge Carter's
request for settling the ABA
suit out of court, O'Brien said,
''I would anticipate hearing
from ABA Commissioner
(Dave) De-Busschere in that
context. If anything is for-
thcoming in that area, 1 would
relay it to the owners of the
NBA. The judge has recom-
mended that we talk, and both
sides want to comply with the
judge's wishes. The potential
for crirminunication should be
explored."
Should that suit be settled,
there. still would be another
legal barrier blocking the two
leagues from accomplishing a
Ion'-discussed merger. That
would be a suit by the ABA
Players Association filed
against the NBA, its member
learns, the ABA and two of its
teams, the New York Nets and
Deliver Nuggets. The suit
challenges the draft and other
related practices that affect
conditions of ABA players.
The ABA often has ex-
pressed a desire to merge with
the more established NBA, but
the NBA has been opposed. In
fact, the NBA's Board of
Governors voted unanimously
during the All-Star Game to
oneese merging with any
ti pro basketball league.
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS — Winning individual awards in the Dinar or Dollar Bowling League were
from left to right- Chris Spiceland, 'Helene McCallon, Sondra Rice. Margaret Morton, Pat Scott
and Lois Smith.
Basvitoy Plvgtoi Sy Mel Rice)
Cinderella Cavaliers To Go
For Glass Slipper Tonight
By The Associated Press
Not that many fans thought
the Cleveland Caaliers would
ever make the National
Basketball Association
playoffs. And not that many
think the Milwaukee Bucks
belong there.
The Cavaliers, having
completed' the first half of a
Cinderella dream by winning
their first division title with a
49-33 record, go for their first
fitting of the glass slipper
Tuesday night when they host
the Washington Bullets in
their best-of seven quarter
final series.
It was the Bullets, last
year's NA Eastern Con-
ference champs, whom the
Cavaliers beat out by a game
in the Central Division. The
Cavaliers finished third last
year and last in the four years
before that, their first four in
the league.
In a pair of best-of-three
qualifying rounds, the
Milwaukee Bucks host the
Detroit Pistons Tuesday night
and the Buffalo Braves visit
the Philadelphia 76ers
Thursday night. In the other
tseven nuarterlfinal
series starting Tuesday night,
the Phoenix Suns — also first-
timers in the playoffs — play
the SuperSonics in Seattle.
All four opening-round
matchups were determined by
the teams' final-season per-
centages in the Eastern and
Western Conferences. The
conferences' regular-season
champs will have to wait to
find out who will be their
quarter-final foes.
The best one in each con-
ference will play the
qualifying round winner. That
will send the Boston Celtics,
tops in the East, against the
Buffalo-Philadelphia winner
and Golden State, best In the
West., against the survivor of
the Milwaukee-Detroit
matchup.
It's a match-up of contrasts
in Cleveland. Coach Bill
Fitch's use of balance brought
the Cavaliers their first
divisior. title and playoff
berth. There was no real
superstar but, rather, a blend
of scoring and defense by
starters Jim Chones, Jim
Brewer, Bingo Smith, Jim
Cleamons and Dick Snyder.
Chones led the scoring with a
Criffith Selected
As Mr. Basketball
LOUISVILLE, K) (AP) —
Darrell Griffith, a three-year
standout with Louisville Male
High School, will wear No. 1 on
his jersey for the Kentucky-
Indiana prep basketball series
this summer.
The jersey is bestowed upon
the player regarded as "Mr.
Basketball" in Kentucky.
Griffith's counterpart with
the Indiana team will be Dave
Colescott, who played for
Marion.- -  — 
The all-star series will begin
June 19 in Freedom Hall here,
with the two teams meeting




most of its firepower from
Phil Chenier, with a 19.9
average, and Elvin Hayes, at
19.8.
The Midwest was hardly
what you'd call the NBA's
showcase division. Milwaukee
finished with a 38-44 record
and won the title by two games
over Detroit. Still, each team
has an outstanding shooter,
the Bucks with Bob Dan-
dridge's 21.5 average, the
Pistons with Bob Lanier's 21.3
mark.
Seattk and- Phoenix were
separated by only one game in
the Pacific Division's final
standings, with the
SuperSonics winding up first
with a 4.3-39 record. Fred
13rovm; Seattle's "sixth man,"
was the Sonics' top scorer with
a 23.1 average, while guard
Slick Watts led the league in
assists and steals. Guard Paul
Wcstphal topped the Suns'
scoring with a 20.5 average: '
4
BOXING
NEW YORK — Promoter
Don King announced that
number one heavyweight
contender Ken Norton win --
meet Ron Stander in a 12--
round bout on the same card
as the Muhammad Ali-Jimmy
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Helping people brings pleasure. By par-
ticipating in the Cystic Fibrosis Jog-Bike-A-Thon
this Saturday, you can help the children who
suffer from the disease and even yourself.
There are many, many prizes to be given.
Pick up registration forms from schools or
from the Murray Ledger & Times office and sim-
ply be at the Murray High parking lot at 9 a. m.
Saturday.
For information, call Mike Brandon at 753-































































































































Thurman And Thurmond Fire
Gems As Tigers Get Two Wins
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was early in the evening
as the Murray High Tigers
were taking infield in
preparation for a twinight
doubleheader.
"I think I'm going to go
home and get a jacket because
it's really going to get cold out
here," someone said.
They didn't have time to go
home. And it didn't get cold
because of all the heat from
the arms of Tiger pitchers Bob
Thurman and Tony Thui
mond.
Thurman, a sophomore
righthander, fanned 13 batters
and walked just two in the
opening game as Murray took
a 3-1 victory over Lyon
County.
Then in the nialitcap,
Thurmond, a senior
righthander, fanned 15 men
and did not walk a single
batter as he threw a one-hitter
in the Tigers' 3-1 win over
Henry County.
The two wins leave Murray
High with a perfect 4-0 season,
Thurman was never really
in trouble against Lyon
County. In the first frame, a
single, a sacrifice and a
fielder's choice scored the
lone Lyon County run.
Murray wasted little time in
getting on the board. Lindsey
Hudspeth opened the Tiger
half of the first with a long
Full Scholarships
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP)
— Indiana University will
offer women athletes full
scholarships next year,
Athletic Director Paul Dietzel
says.
Dietzel said the eight-sport
program will have 20 full
grants, which may be used as
partial grants or complete
scholarships.
Dietzel added the women's
sports budget has been
increased 15 per cent.
TENNIS -
LDS ANGP,Z.S .— Second-
seeded Chris Evert routed-
Australian Lesley Hunt 6-3,6-3




NICE, France — Corado
Barazzutti of Italy defeated
Jan Kodes of Czechoslovakia





AKRON, Ohio — Bowlers
Buzz Fazio, Eddie Elias and
announcer Chris Schenkel




Finke was named hockey






triple to right and then scored
when Thisman doubled up the
middle.
The second ri n of the inning
crossed the plate as senior
first baseman Bo McDougal
singled, for the third con-
secutive Tiger hit.
The Tiger bats cooled off
tkugh during the rest of the
contest as Murray managed
only three. more hits in the
game. The final run came in






















Cleveland at Boston, ppd.,
cold
New York 3, Baltimore 0
Texas 5, Oakland 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Garnet.;
Milwaukee (Slaton 1-0) at De-
troit (Bare 0-0)
Cleveland (Dobson 0-0) at
Boston (Lee 0-0)
Chicago (Gossage 0-0) at
Minnesota ( Blyleven 0-0)
New York (Ellis 0-0) at Balti-
more ( Palmer 1-0), (n)
California (Hassler 0-0) at
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 0-0),
In,
Oakland (Blue 1-0) at Texas




California at Kansas City,_(n)




W L Pet GB
Pitts 2 0 1.000 —
Chicago 2 1 .667 4
New York 2 1 .667 1,2
Montreal 1 2 .333 1 1.2
St. Louis 1 2 .333 11,2
PhiIa 0 2 .000 2
West
Cincinnati 3 0 1.000 —
Atlanta 2 1 .667 1
San Fran 2 1 .667 1
San Diego 1 2 .333 2
Houston 1 3 .250 2',2
Los Ang 0 2 .000 2½
Monday's Results
Houston 5, San Francisco 0




St. Louis Falcone 0-01 at
Pittsburgh (Reuss 0-0)
New York Swan 0-0) at Chi-
cago ( R. Fteuschel 0-0,.
Cincinnati (Nolan 1-0) at At-
lanta (Morton 0-1, n
San Francisco ( Montefusco 1-
) at Houston Cosgrove 0-0), n
San Diego Strom 0-0 at Los




New York at Chicago
San Francisco at Houston, n
San Diego at Los Angeles, n
Only games scheduled
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pet. GB
1 0 1.000
2 1 .667 —
2 2 500 as
1 1 500 ka
1 2 333 1











Soac,ovs bedroom • Color TV
16-holes Golf Dady
On one of 6 courses







Oar DerSOm C1157 occupancy
$22 00 dilly after three mghts
from Sept 1 to May 30
Arrangements smarten/a for
3rd person sharing room
Does not inctude tea
or gratufty
DePoe,t Ooltoy—S25 00
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT RACE





DDR E SS 
CITY, STATE zip
solo homerun into leftfield.
McDougal and Tony
Thurmond each had two hits
di the contest while Hudspeth
and Thurman had one apiece.
In the nightcap, Thurmond
was simply unhittable.
You would have had to in-
vented a special pair of
glasses and then obtain a
patent before being able to
even get a loud foul off the
blazing senior who has signed
a football scholarship to play
at Murray State.
Henry County scored its
only run of the contest in the
to of the first as the Tigers
made two errors.
Wait f  
Murray got the run back in
the home half of the first as
Hudspeth opened the game
with a walk, stole second and
later scored when Tony
Bayless reached on an error
by the Patriot leftfielder.
Thurmond _ retired the last
two batters in the first on
strikes. Then in the second
and third innings, he fanned
the side to run his string of
strikeouts to eight consecutive
batters.
The Tigers had a man on
base in every inning but could
not get anyone past second.
Meanwhile, Henry County got
its first hit of the game with
SUPfR SOPH Sophomore rightist:m(1er Bob Thurman hod abrilliant game for Murray High against Lyon County Monday
afternoon. Thurman fanned 13 men and walked only three asthe Tigers posted a 3-1 win over Lyon County Then in thenightcap, senior Tony Thurmond fanned 15 and walked none orMurray whipped Henry County 3-1.
one out in the sixth.
In the bottom of the sixth,
Bayless opened the inning by
getting beaned by a pitch.
With one out, catotter Mickey
McCuiston drew a walk, after
Bayless had stolen second.
Then came the double steal.
McCuiston roared down the
line to second and suddenly,
Bayless broke for home and
scored. Following an error on
the Henry County second
baseman, McCuiston wound
up on third and the Tigers had
a 2-1 lead.
Just for insurance, the
Tigers put on the squeeze play
with Bill Wilson laying down
the bunt perfectly and
McCuiston crossing with the
final run of the contest.
Thurmond fanned the first
man in the seventh, got the
next man to bounce out and
then struck out the last man he
faced to finish the game in a
winner's style.
Thurmond was ex-
ceptionally impressive as he
had the ball down low during
the whole contest and was to
say the least, overpowering.
The Tigers had just one hit
in the game, that coming by
Steve Winchester in the fourth
but it did not account for a run.
Freshman flamethrower
Alan Gibbs will get the mound
assignment this evening as the
Tigers return • a • visit by
playing at Lyon County.
Wednesday, Lone Oak will
be at Holland Stadium for a
single game .with Larry
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To Win Playoff Series
By GEORGE W. HACKETT with 17 seconds left when Mike
Associated Press Writer'
LOUISVILLE (AP) —
"We've bees a roller-coaster
team all season but we finally
hit the top," said Kentucky
Colonels Coach Hubie Brown.
It wasn't an easy ride for the
Colonels, who nipped Indiana
100-99 on a basket by Louie
Dampier with two seconds left
to play Monday night. That
gave the Colonels a 2-1 victory
in their best-of-three
preliminary series of the
American Basketball
Association playoffs.
The Colonels advance to the
semifinals against the regular
season champion Denver
Nuggets. The best-of-seven
series gets under way
Thursday night in Denver.
The other ABA semifinal
series, between the New York
Nets and San Antonio Spurs, is
tied 1-1. The third game will be
played in San Antonio Wed-
nesday night.
Brown said Dampier's 10-
foot goal was "a broken shot,
the result of a broken play."
Kentucky was ahead 98-96
40
It
Flynn sank a three-pointer_
from the corner to give
Indiana a 99-98 edge.
"We had planned to feed our
inbounds shot to Artis
Gilmore," Brown said of the
strategy discussed during a
timeout. "But Gilmore was
surrounded by a sea of
Indiana jerseys and the ball
wound up in Dampier's
hands."
Dampier recalled that he
"looked up and saw two
seconds were left and I knew I
had to shoot it up right then.
When the buzzer sounded,
he was carried from the floor
by shouting fans among the
crowd of 5,267.
Dampier ended the night
with 20 points, seven less than
Gilmore, who also pulled in 16
rebounds.
Billy Knight topped Indiana
with 30 points, Flynn added 20
and Darnell Hillman had 16.
It was Flynn who pulled the
Pacers together. The third
quarter opened with Kentucky
leading 48-36, but Flynn
pumped in a pair of three-
pointers and Indiana began to
move. Late in the fourth
quarter, with Flynn and Dave
Robisch firing away, Indiana
took a 91-86 lead.
Moments later, Bird Averitt
hit a pair of baskets and
followed with a free throw and
the Colonels led 98-96. At that
point, Flynn let go with his
three-pointer.
Indiana Coach Bobby
Leonard said he was "proud of
this club. They lost the first
game badly, took the second
one very easily and we almost




(AP) — University of Con-
necticut pitcher Tom Ger-
mano and University of Rhode
Island shortstop Bob Messier
have been picked as players of
theereek in District I of-the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference.
The District II awards went
to Seton Hall outfielder Bob




MR SWING—So McDougal of tile Tigers displays his level se* eeify to too off pita in











GOOD START —Lindsey Hudspeth got the Tigers off to a good start Monday as he tripled to
lead off the home half of the first against Lyon County The boll ts the white blur
Stet Pastas by alrk• artatelee
Park To Return To Action As
Bruins Face Kings Tonight
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Brad Park may be back in
action with the Boston Bruins
tonight, as if they really need
him.
Without Park, the star
defanseman who has been
sidelined for about six weeks
because of surgery on his left
knee, the Bruins routed the
Los Angeles Kings 4-0 in the
opening game of their Stanley
Cup quarter-final series.
Park worked out at Boston
Garden Monday, and said he
may be back on the ice when
the Bruins and Kings clash in
the second game of the best-
of-seven playoff set tonight.
"I was able to go full stride,
and that's encouraging," park
said. "I can't definitelysay
play in the second game
Tuesday, but I'm going to Los
Angeles." The third game of






Toronto Monday night with a
4-1 victory behind their high-
scoring line of Bobby Clarke,
Bill Barber and Reggie Leach.
The second games of each
series will be played tonight,
with_the home teams looking
to take a 74- advantage.. LOS
'Angeles is at Boston, Toronto
at Philadelphia, the New York
Islanders at Buffalo and
Chicago at Montreal,
Eken though Gilles Gilbert
shut. out the Kings in the series
opener, Boston Coach Don
Cherry is replacing him with
Gerry Cheevers. He explained
that he had decided before the
playoffs to alternate goalies,
and that he wasn't going to
change his plan.
The decision on Park will be
made at gametime by Park
and the team physician, the
Bruins said, If he does play, he
will likely not take a regular
turn on defense but restrict his
duties to power plays and
penalty killing.
Those are the areas where
Los Angeles was badly beaten
in the opener Sunday. Boston
got three goals on its power
play, and the other came while
it was shorthanded. "We're
just going to have to get our
power play working and try to
stop theirs," said Kings Coach
Bob Pulford.
The Flyers' line of Clarke,
Barber' and Leach, which
piled up a record 143 goals
during the regular season,
came up with two goals and
lour assists in the victory over
Toronto, which has not beaten
the Flyers in Philadelphia
since Dec. 19, 1971.
Philadelphia outshot
Toronto 44-24, making it an
easy night for Flyers goalie
Alert to Parents!
When we ask you to please
recognize the signs...al , cystic
fibrosis and other lung-
damaging diseases, we're not
trying to alarm you.
Look at it this way. If your
child does NOT have C , F or
another serious lung-damaging
disease, he has nothing to lose
by checking with a doctor, or
taking a simple diagnostic test.
If your child DOES haye
C. F. or another 'condition that
could damage his lungs, he has
a lot to lose by not having the
chance for early diagnosis and
prompt .effectiye _medical care.
So. when you look at it like
that... we hope you'll look at






3. Pneumonia more than once
4. fAcryskit appetite prior weteht earn
5. ( tubbing tenlargement of fingertips)
Cystic fibrosis signs also !nits 'mimic
WI) tame of the skin; persIslent, bulky
diarrhea; nasal polyp'
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
i• 'The," I htldren a I ung Diseases.
Bernie Parent, still
recovering from neck surgey
which forced him to miss most
of the regular season.
Buffalo's French Con-
nection line of Gil Perreault,
Rene Robert and Rick Martin
scored four goals in winning
the series opener 5-3, and the
Islanders must contain that
unit if they hope to even things
up.
"That line is the key," said
New York's Bob Nystrom.
"The way they pass the puck
and fire it ... they have great
hockey sense."
Montreal totally outplayed
Chicago in their opener,
winning 4-0 and driving Black
Hawks Coach Billy Reay to
one of sports' most time-
honored cliches: "You can't
win if you don't score."
Reay is hopeful his team can
do both tonight.
Thisannouncement is neither an offer to sell nor a solic,tationof an otter to buy any of these securitiesThe offering is made by the Prospectus
Now you can earn up to
Ank /
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price 1000.
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 7'.4% to 934% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $5,00() or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at matunty only. Maturities of two, five or ten
years are available
















CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A. are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc , a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes. Series A. will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance. if any.
wtti be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
representative of CFC Investment Inc who is Itcensed in
this State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or. if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in






Ross Wilder, Suite 2 Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573
p
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Plant, 107 N. 3rd Street.
PAULE III
NANNEY





a full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.




YOU. Anyone of Frank
Norman's relatives
caring to write me his
grandson can write




YOUR . NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
3 Card Of Thanks
DURING MY -recent
stays in the hospital, I
would like to thank Dr.
Lowery and all the
nurses for being so kind
to me. And a very
-special thanks to all our
friends, relatives, and
loved ones for all. the
things you did for us, for
your gifts, the flowers,
your visits, your cards,
and letters, and your
telephone calls. And
especially for your
prayers that meant so
very much to me. And
we want to thank you for
all the food, and the
things you've done for us
at home. May God Bless
each of you is my
prayer. Delia Shelton.
5. Lost And Found
LOST IN VICINITY of
N. 7th, white and black
terrier, named Reb,







consist of just another
pay check? Want to get
ahead? Willing to work
hard? Let us help you
We are looking for a
distributor to sell our
product to commercial
accounts. Reply to W. R.
Ball, 319 North Main,
Springfield, Mo. 65806.
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS, if you are the
right man or woman!
Expanding company
needs energetic people
for a golden opportunity.
Income unlimited.
interested call Mr.
Joncs at 753-2654 bet-




wanted top pay ex-
perienced only. Call 502-
886-6325. Ask for Tom or
Mac.
6. Kelp Wanted




Call 492-8884 after 4.
Management
Trainee
For Murray Area .
A growing corporation with
retail outlets is looking for
people in management and
supervision. It y ou or e
looking for o challenging
career that offers op•
portunity for advancement




-a.m.-- Your home. Call
753-3780.
NEEDED: PART-time
youth director for the
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) of
Murray, Kentucky. If
interested please send
resume to Box 447,
Murray 42071.
12. Insurance






_Esate, across from Post





- Edray Mails, Box 188,
Albany Mo. 64402. --
8. Storage Buildings








for someone who wishes
to earn -better than a 30
per cent return on in-
vestment. Available is
two retail stores which
should exceed $40.000 in
net profits over next
twelve months.
Potential is even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixtures. Approximately
$125,000. Write to P. 0.
Box 724, Paducah! "4
13 For Sale Or Trade




at Linton Shores at Lake
Barkley. Call 753-2359.
14 Want To Buy
LAYING HENS. Call 753-
9981.
15. Articles For Sale
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6
or 753-6231. •
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky., or call 435-4197.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B









carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel Air Shopping
Center.
JENNY LIND crib and
mattress. Excellent
condition. One wooden
high chair, good con-
dition. gall 753-9302.
GOOD 2 ROW tobacco 
setter. Call 7534167.
WANTED TO BUY, De-
Humidifier. Call 474-
2717.
A GOOD BUY.. give it a
try. Blue _ Lustre
America's favorite
carpet shampoo.
USED AIR conditioner, 7.: FT. ANTIQUE dish
call Bob at Dill Electric,_ _cupboard, completely

































11. • • • t•
DO 40L.1 JT 51,2 7






- --I'VE FOUND A
LOT OF MONEY
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FIFTE-al MAKES /11 -






H6'5 50 wPoni& -asi*
UPRIGHT PIANO,
$100.00. Table with 4
chairs, $20.00. Platform
rocker, $10.00. Call 753-
9218 after 6.
$00 COMIC BOOKS for
sale. Call 753-0946.
•
FOUR TIRES, 870-15 4
ply, fairly new. 8118.00.
Call 767-6649 ask for Pat.
SEARS DRYER, harvest
gold, $60.00. Call 753-
6596.
2 PIECE living room
suite, excellent con-
dition, medium brown.
Set of occasional chairs.











ft. frost free. Avacado, 1
year old, $300.00. Plus
other household items.
Moving must sell. Call
753-0339 after 5 p.m.
ELECTRIC 'STOVE
coppertone color.
Hidden eyes, oven at
top. Storage in bottom.
Call 753-8218. •
FREEZER 18.0 cubic foot
upright frost free. Not
even one year old. Can
see at Mahan Apart-
ment No. 7, between 6
















maple trim. Good shape.
Call 753-4668.
FREEZER 20.3 cubic ft.
upright, General
Electric $250.00. Call










- and Service, 500 Maple












SPECIAL TWO 200 gallon
fiberglass saddle spray
tanks, regular $801100
now $595.00. We also
have grain bins, steel
buildings, gooseneck
trailers and a grain
cleaner that takes garlic












"Ribstone" silos. A &
Ford Supply, Highway
54 W. Paris, Tenn.
1950 RED BELLY Ford
tractor. Call 753-3290.
1952 RED BELLY Ford
tractor, with plow, disc,
bushhog, blade, pole and
trailer. All in A-1 con-
dition. Can be.seen &LIB
N. 18th,
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for









arid trailer Best offer
this week buys it. Can
see after 5 p.m. at 1208




accessories. 8 m.m. film
splices. Call after 5
p.m., 753-1626.
POLAR KRAFT Jon boat
model CF 1444 with
steering and seat. 1969
35 h.p. Mercury, depth
finder, running lights,
speedo, rod holders, live
well, battery, trolling
motor mount and plug
in, 2 anchor mates with
anchors, boat cover,
trailer has side arms.
Everything except
engine. Used one time.
Call 753-0224.





Tone" B flat Soprano
Clarinet. LeBlanc Co.
Used for four years. Call
753-0110.
MA R ANTZ AMPLIFIER
1060 Pioneer PLIO,















Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.
cusTorfrf MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Phone 1-
443-7323.
GARDEN TILLER,
Briggs. 915 N. 18th,
Street. Call 753-2728.
ONE HUFFY RIDING
lawn mower, like new,
used 1 season. See at






for porch or patio. Five
brass standard size
curtain rods. Two brass
rods that extend 144",
cafe rods. Call 436-5577.
26. TV Radio
S'hr GROUND PLAIN
antenna. Also, 3 ft.
tripod, Hustler car
antenna. All for $50. Can
see at 1304 Olive.
CURTIS MATHES 25"
color T.V. - washer,
dryer, stove, and





We service AM; FM




North ilth Street, Murry!
753-0577
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO LOTS AND 2 mobile
homes, adjoining TVA
property on the lake.
$7,500. Call 436-2505.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1973 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, wall to wall
carpet, all house type
furniture, central air, on









at Stella Trailer Park.
Call 753-7855.
1971 KINGSWOOD, 12 x
65, 2 bedroom, 2 bath all
electric central air. Call
489-2666, after 5.
1972 12 x 60 TWO
bedroom, gas heat,
excellent condition, lots
of extras, large living
area, central air, un-
derpinning, tie downs,




central air, washer and
dryer, underpinned, tie
downs. Bargain price.
See at Riviera Cts. or
call 753-3280.
1973 THREE BEDROOM,
1 1,2 bath, air condition,
furnished. Priced for
quick sale. See at
Riviera Ct or call 753-
3280.




27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x se WINSTON 2
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric.
Call 489-2317 or489-2348.
1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
28. Heating 8 Cooling
' TWO LARGE WINDOW
fans. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-1569 after
6 p.m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 TRAILER, apply
in person only to
Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric, Concord Road.




families or girls. Call
767-4055.
VERY NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home large lot,
couples $80.00. Call 753-
8216 after 5 p.m.
30. Business Rentals
25 x 32 fi building for
cleanup shop or garage.
At Almo Heights, just off
641. Call 753-8044.
31. Want To Rent
MALE, SENIOR
agriculture major
wishes to rent quiet
furnished 1 or 2 bedroom




available. Call Jeff 787-
6434 evenings.
RESPONSIBLE
FAMILY looking to rent
or least a 4 or 5 bedroom
home within 20 miles of
Murray. Call Troy
Young at Kroger bet-
ween 7 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
753-9258.
COUPLE WISH TO rent
2-3 bedroom house With
appliances in Murray
area by May 1st. Phone
753-4614.
LANDLORDS, young
married couple want 1
or 2 bedroom furnished
house or apartment in
Murray in May. Call
after 5, 753-9767.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-





or 2 bedroom apart-
ment. KeIlys Pest














paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications
and have good credit
references.
34. Houses For Rent
FOUR MILES from cit)
limits on 641 South.
Immediate occupancy
Couples only. $155 00 per
month Call 492-8413.




4th and 5th Streets, Call

































































































!nna. See at 621







n Dill at Dill
c, Concord Road.






















[ r.ef eren.c e
[e. Call Jeff 7117-
nings.
INS IBLE
Y looking to rent
a 4 or 5 bedroom
rithin 20 miles of
y. Call Troy
at Kroger bet-
a.m. and 4 p.m.,
1.
: WISH TO rent
room house With
ces in Murray
r May 1st. Phone
k.
ORDS, young
d couple want 1
droom furnished
or apartment in

















ard. $1 5 0.0 0
Call 753-7550.
411 MANOR




















after 6 p m
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3/. Livestock Supplies
REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls 6 to 15




going to have calves
soon. One nice hereford,
1 year old, 1 nice male 1













lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4p. m.
NICE 3 1 month
miniature Poodle, never
been clipped. $40.00. Call
436-2562.
SMALL WHITE Peek-A-




Setters, $35.00 Call 436-





Kenmore dryer; G. E.
childs phonograph, twin
size bed, desk, dresser,
books, queen size 5 piece
bedroom set. Revolving
record stand, lamps,
many more Items. Call
Bonnie at 7534339 or











YARD SALE, 8-5 Friday
and Saturday, April 16th
and 17th, in Stella, Brick




April 14, 15 and 16th,
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.




sale, furniture, new 10
and 3 speed bicycles,
quilt tops, clothes, sizes
9-18, some mens and
boys, toys, books, lots of
miscellaneous. Friday




Two bedroom home four
miles from Murray,
House has been com-
pletely redecorated and
has new roof, new
wiring, new plumbing,
wood-burning fireplace,
and is in very good
condition. Most of the
furniture in the home
remains with the home.







Extra nice 11 room, 6 br. 4
bath, home with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
- -ummis • ansaas, agatani-mu
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized





acres, 11/2 miles from
Murray on Highway 280.
Call 753-4, 80 after 5 p.m
Attractive seven room home with three bedrooms
located on South 13th Street. A large family room
with fireplace, large living room, separate dining
room, ample closet space and utility room. Wooded
lot. Home is newly decorated both inside and out.
Dishwasher, stove, disposal, carpeting and drapes
are included. Available for immeidate occupancy.
John C. Neubauer Real Estate
505 Main Street Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531 Office 753-0101





Ky. Good building sites.
Electric and phone in
area. Located on ex-
cellent county road only





ESTATE, 505 Main St
Murray, (502) 753-3101-
7531 or Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
Cartesbocutrahl Reface ves.
eel Yak e a Wok e! tit.*
KR 2 Oath bans, tot under
140 DUO I? teatwes centrel
So,,' and mit ae-ge kftchen
oreaitost 04 L tonal!,
,00nl conibinatJan
'Don, L forma dininy won
Aisn ." • naely landscaped!
An nide, 1nAre !PO CAtre.
Cot y borne Wilt
besereerrt is, hoot has
R wait faepion *mina
roam hnthen 7 BR I.
Oath 2n4 floor lees IBR L
Rath Centred gas heel
I cre for on eppoonment test
PPM
Wilsop Reel Fstote
P1sone 711 3203 anytime
LOT AT HOLIDAY
Shores. 125' frontage, 70'




Three bedroom brick, in
new residential area
near shopping center.
Wall to wall carpet,




and large utility room.
Priced to sell at only
$28,000. For more in-
formation call 753-8080




within view of Highway
641. Property of Alfred
Keys Farris. For the
next 2 weeks call 753-
6162.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experiencte. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE,
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
FRAME house, kitchen,
den, living room, bath
and utility building.
Carpeted with central
gas heat. 1628 Farmer
Ave. Call 753-0504 after 5
'p.m.
FOR SALE
Three bedroom double wide mobile home on approximately 1 acre lot with a 20
x 24 foot shop. Located three and one half miles from Murray on Pottertown
Road. City water, circular drive and TV tower. Call 489-2517.
ROT, WIL9014, WE JUST Gar
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Spacious ten room
frame home with two
car garage, workshop
and store room on large
attractive lot. 1 wc)
bathrooms, formal
dining room, study.





Plaza on quiet street.
Priced in low twenties.
Call 753-4045.
TWO BEDROOM, large.
kitchen, • living room,
family room with
• fireplace. Located 2
miles North of Court
Square on lot 140' x 200'.
Will sell or trade
for land on blacktop
within 10 miles of
Murray. Call 753-3934
a.m. to 5 p.m. or 753-0537
5 p.m. until 10 p.m.
For Sale
By Owner




Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 753-
0675.
X Jr X 311E
47 Motorcycles
XL 350 HONDA sharp.
$695.00. Kist -sell'Call
753-8046.















knobby rear tire. Only
890 actual miles. Can be
seen at Hudsons Texaco,
' 15th and Main or call
753-6412 after 4 p.m.
SL 70 HONDA 1973 model,
yellow trail or road bike.
Less than 1,200 miles.
$275.00. Call 753-4091.




FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone




603 South 9th Street.
Two bedroom, living
room, kitchen, and









The Murray Natural Gas System and City of Murray, Kentucky,
will receive bids for the construction of a metal warehouse
building until 12:00 p. m. on the 26th day of April, 1976, at the Gas
System Office, City Hall Building, Murray, Kentucky, at which
time bids will publicly be opened and read aloud. The project con-
sists of furnishing materials and constructing a warehouse. All
necessary labor, materials, equipment, tools, and services
required for complete installation shall be included in the base
bid. Proposed forms of Contract Documents, including plans and
specifications, are on file at the Gas System Office, City Hall
Building, 5th and Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky. The City of
Murray reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to waive any
informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn for a
period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of bids without





drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.
















241t. garage, 8 acres, 7




46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM









Make offer Call 753-61965
1ifter 5 00.
1973 HONDA ,350, $650.00.
Call 753-6000.-
)ed Cars 8 Trucks
1970 CHALLENGER,
$1,8130 Good condition.
Call 753-8717 after 5 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCITON, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-




1974 model. Sleeps 6,
stove, sink, icebox.
Extra nice. Call 753-
M87.
APACHE TENT camper,
sleeps 6, good condition.
$350.00. Call 753-0605.
COACHMAN CAMPER
16', 1975 model. Phone
753-8024 after 5.
UV TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
WALK-IN CAMPER for
long bed pickup. Extra's
$350.00 firm. C414 3". TO BREAK AND disc
4094. gardens,, mow vacant





vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
















work, interior and ex-
terior carpentry work,
and finish work. City 
436-2502.
TRAVEL TRAILER, 19




J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.






1960 Ford 1'2 ton, $395.00.
Call 489-2595.
1968 L- TD STATION
wagon, 9 passenger,
automatic, power and










wagon, $1,700. Call 753-
2424, or 753-5747 after 5.
1971 FORD GAIAXIE 500
good condition, new set
of radial tires. asking
$1,300. Call 489-2415
1970 CHALLENGER,
Good condition. Call 753-




straight shift. Best offer
over 700.00 call 753-
4330.
1965 CHEVROLET Bel
Aire, 6 cylinder, 2 new
tires, good condition
catt Rob at 753-8900
after 5 p.m.
1974 MODEL FORD van,
2 seater, $3,300. Call 437-
4692
1965 FORD PICKUP





power and air. Call 753-
5154 or 753-5013.
.1971 iQLAREBACX,
one ,N;ner, low Mileage.
condftiori.
'1-572
perience. By the jOb or






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
.KIRBY CARPET
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free







FOR YOUR auto and
furniture needs, our
shop is now open. For
upholstering and repifl-










and exterior by the hour




1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.






















and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
BABYSITTING DONE in
my home. Call 753-0300.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing



















and dirt. Call 437-4533,










bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.









Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
JOHN RUTCHENA'
Plumbing and Elect*.





Beagle, 1,4 Terrier, 1/2 St.
Bernard. Call 753-1492.
LEAVING FOR Florida
April 16 or 19th, for twe




Poets is compiling a
book of poems. If you
have written a poem and
would like our selection
committee to consider It
Tor publication, send





Republic Bldg. Suite 211,
Ky..20202. •
O' Co
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Special thanks to the Shrine Clowns and Ptn
William Cullup, Murray Police Dept. who made the
drawing Thanks again: Leroy Todd, Mgr.
36 PHAETON
36 -TouRING PHAETCN -CPrONS -CD FORD'S
-AMCUS '01;EN CAR" RADO, VAIME FACAG-THE-RISSENGEV
D694-IN5TALLED DIAL LOOKED LIKE A YEEDO, A REAR
SEAT WINDSHIELD WITH ADJUSTAbLE SIDE WINGS, -MC
SPEED CCUJOBIA OVERDRIVE, REAR VIEW MIRROR WI."
CLOCK, AND A 'CIGAR LIGHTER". FITTED SIDE 0.0-ermg.t,
TosNEAu SNAPPED Clv TIGHT AND rzio4-r THE ONLY
4637 tzar V1CULD LATER DEC.0016 1-1:7 ROWERS CC-
LOW, MAK116 THEM NIGH IMR365113.E TO FIND S1DCK
TODAY, 50ArE 40 YEARS LATER.
sPtcinornoN -N6INE-FlATNE4DV14 221C14_, ei7MIN e5864P
PERFORMANCE • .7.1111.414 IN VD 6 SEC TOP seF.E0 PF..
' • NO .589oo-•
.0.47"
"The' Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon - Jerry Key
CLASSIFIED READERS
AD CONTEST
The Murray Ledger and Times will sponsor during the month of April 1976, a con-
test on small Reader classified ads ran during each week. $10.00 will be given away
each week to the lucky person whose name is drawn. All persons starting a
classified reader ad during the week will have his or her name entered in the con-
test. Drawings will be made on Monday following the week the ads are inserted and
the winner will be notified.
RULES FOR THE CONTEST:
1. All ads must start during the week specified for the drawing.
2. Ads will not be permitted to run over into the next week for contest
drawings.
3. All ads must be paid for prior to claiming the prize money.
4. No employees of The Murray Ledger 8. Times or their families are eligible to
enter the contests. Winner this week Jo Pat Word, 210 N. 8th.
Call the classified ad section of The Murray Ledger and Times now and enter the
contest. 753-1916 or 753-1917.
•
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Deaths and Funerals 
P. C. Walker Dies Harold White Dies
Monday; Funeral
To Be Wednesday
P. C. (Cecil) Walker of 501
Pine:aStreet, Murray, died
Monday at five p.m. at his
home. His death at the age of
83 followed ,an . extended
illness,, • -
• Mr.- Walker was associated
with the Shell Oil Company for
thirty-one years. He operated
his station on South Fourth
Street for twenty years and
was later employed -by the
Kentucky, Lake Oil Company
for eleven years.
The Murray man was a
member of the Lone Oak
Primitive Baptist Church. He
and - his wife, Mrs. Eula
McDaniel Walker, who sur-
vives, were married
November 1, 1969. Born
December 16, 1892, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Peter Alfonzo
Walker_ and Beadle King
Walker.'
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eula Walker, 501 Pine Street,
Murray; one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Robert (Irene) Futrell,
713 South Fourth Street,
Murray; one step grand-
daughter, Mrs. Jerry Don
(Edna) Butler, and one step
great granddaughter, Miss
Renee Butler, Murray Route
Two; two nieces, Mrs. Hester
Starast, Murray, and Miss
Lucille Walker, Murray Route
Six; one nephew, J. B. Walker,
Murray Route Six.. .
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
.,• Elder Arlie Larimer of-
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.





Of_Enin—wale, Imilatta cited on 
March 1 after suffering a
heart attack at age 57.
At Tampa, Fla.
Word has been received of
the death of Harold White of
Tampa, Fla., who died there
at the age of 69 following an
extended illness.
Mr. White was born July 31,
1906, at Hazel and was the son
of the late Porter White, Sr.,
and Amanda Mayer White.
Before accepting a position
with the Office of Internal
Revenue at Tampa about 1941,
he was salesman for General
Electric in the store on the
west side of the court square
in Murray.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Maudena White, Tampa,
Fla.; one brother, Seiburn
White, Murray; one aunt,
Mrs. J. H. Thurman, Murray;
several relatives in Murray
and Hazel.
The burial services were
held in Tampa, Fla.
The former Calloway
County resident was the son of
the late Russ W. McCuiston
and Eula Marr McCuiston.
The family moved to Evan-
sville in the early 1940s.
For several years he had
owned property on Kentucky
Lake and was a frequent
visitor to the area.
At the time of his death, Mr.
McCuiston was a member of
the Evansville Fire Depart-
ment, where he had been
employed since shortly after
returning horn three years
service in the Army during
World War H.
In addition to his mother, he
is survived by his wife,
Margaret, one son, Edward,
one daughter, Cindy, brother,
Barber, three sisters, Mrs.
Pat (Modena) Reser, Mrs.
Raymond. (Elena) Watkins,
Mrs. Bill (Bettye) Brinkley,
five nieces, four nephews,
three great nieces, four great
nephews, and one great-great
nephew, all of the Evansville
area.
He is also survived by one
aunt, Miss Hontas McCuiston,
and two uncles, Hall
McCuiston and Charlie Marr,
all of Murray, and uncle, Rob
McCuiston of Illinois. He also
leaves numerous cousins in
the Murray area and
elsewhere.
Burial was in Oak Hill
Cemetery, Evansville, on
March 4.
Ruius ft. Clifford of
Nashville, Tenn., will be
the speaker for the
gospel meeting at the
West Murray Church of
Christ which opened
Monday at 7:30 p. m. Ser-
vices will be each
evening at 730 p. m. and
on Sunday at 10:50 a. m.
and six p. m. Ray Cum-
mings and John McKee
are song leaders. The




Federal State Market News Service
April 13. 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 542 Est 300 Barrows &
Gilts 25 Lower Sows Steady .50 Lower
decline on weight over 450
US 12 200-230 lbs... $48.2548.50 few 48.75
US 1-3200-240 lbs. 148.00-6825
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 147.00-48136
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 846 00-47 00
SOW3
US 1-2 770-350 lbs. 14000-4100
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  $41 00-41 50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.  $41 50-42.50







Pnces of Mock of local interest at nos
EDT. today. firslited to the Ledger &
Thus by First of Michigan. Corp„ el
Murray. we u follows.
U.S. Homes 9% 44k
Kaufman dr Broad  10% +3/4
Ponderosa Systems 10% 441
Kimberly Clark 38% +151
Union Carbide 69% +14
w.a Grace 284 +%
Texaco 25% Ai
General Elec.  52% -%
GAF Corp 15% unc
Georgia Pacific 54 unc
Pfizer 27%
Jun Walters 4174 unc
Kirsch l8 unc
Disney 5774 +
Franklin Mint 11'. -4-14
Prices of arras of local interest at ,c.pn
today furnished to the Ledger a Ilmes by
1 M Simon Co are as follows
Industrial Avg  +3.54
Airco 2374 -Vs
American Motors 5% -ka
Ashland Oil 27% +%
AT&T 5674 +11
Ford 51% +74
General Motors 68' i%
General Tire 211174 -%
Goodrich 2574 +%
Gulf Oil ' Unc
Pennwalt 7Nje .  . 32% +34
Quaker Oats.. ....— . 23% -1.4
Republic Steel ' 34 +3/4
Singer mtg.  16% +%
Tappan i .thdc










ADALE O'BRIEN as "Katherine Petkofr and John H.
Fields as "Major Petkoff" in "Arms and the Man," actors
theatre of Louisville's state tour production playing




earlier this season at Actors
Theatre's homebase in
Louisville to rave reviews and
played to standing room only
for much of its three and a half
week run. William Mootz,
critic for the Louisville
Courier-Journal, wrote, "The
production dances about like
the flame of a bright candlem
a strong wind. And, oh, how
joyful the light it sheds during
its swift two-hours running
time."
The production is directed
by ATL's producing director,
Jon Jory, with Victorian
valentine influenced settings
and colorful costumes.
-Seating, is limited so get
your tickets early," a
spokesman said. The
University Theatre box-office
will be open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.
m. on Tuesday and Wedne-
sday, April 13 and 14. If there
are tickets remaining they
will be sold at the door
inning at 7;00_ n. na. The
price is $2 and there will be no
reserved seats for this per-
formance.
Actors Theatre of
Louisville, the State Theatre
of Kentucky will be at the
University Theatre on the
Murray State University
campus on April 14 at 8:00 p.





services will be held at St.
John's Episcopal Church on
Thursday, April 15, at seven p.
m. with Rev. Stephen
Davenport as minister. Ray
Rodden will be the acolyte.
On Friday, April 16, at noon,
Good Friday services will be
held at the church with Mike
Shore as the acolyte.
Palm Sunday services were
held April II at 10:30 a. M.
with Vincent Heise, Hart, and
Susan Stripling as acolytes.
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at Easter Sunday
services at 10:30 a. m. on April
18 with Rev. Davenport as the
celebrant. Acolytes will be Ed
Harcourt, Hal Hendricks, and
Robert Whitmer.
comedy "Arms and the Man,'
a typical Shavian spoof on
romance and war.
Set in Bulgaria in the 1880's,
the play revolves around the
lovely but dishonest daughter
of a man "holding the highest
rank in the Bulgarian army,
that of major." The daughter,
Raina, is betrothed to a
handsom military hero,
Sefius, who "wins wars the
wrong way while the generals
are losing them the right
way."
In the midst is the
"Chocolate Soldier," a Swiss
captain fighting on the side of
the opposing Serbian army,
who prefers to carry chocolate
rather than ammunition.
Shaw's first commercially-
produced play, "Arms and the
Man" opened in London in
1894. It was an immediate
success.
Easter Egg Hunt To
Rejejd  On  litursdat 
The Easter Egg Hunt for
children, twelve years of age
and under, sponsored by
Essence and Twenty Grand,
two organizations on the
Murray State University
campus, will be held Thur-
sday, April 15, at 4:30 p.m. in
the lot back of Regents Hall.
This event, scheduled for
Sunday, April 11, was post-




The Alumni Banquet of
Hazel School will be held at
the Hazel Community Center
on Saturday, April 17, at seven
p.m.
Entertainment will be by
Ron Hampton and his Sun-
shower Group.
A buffet dinner will be
served by the Hazel WOrnan's
Club with the cdst being four
dollars per plate.
Reservations should be
made by Wednesday, April 14,
by calling Tom Scruggs 492-
8459, Myrtle White 498-8716 or
Dr. H: C. Denham 753-7706.
A consenting slate of
association officers for the
next year have been selected.
Jackson Purchase. .
Lincoln Heritage Trail," a concert
March for band, commissioned by the
Cann) (Ill.) Sesquicentennial Com-
mission, Inc., Carrni, Ill.; "The Spanish
Conquistadors," a concert march Tor
band, commissioned by the Humboldt,
Tennessee, High School Band; "A
Splash of Splendor," also com-
missioned by the Humboldt High School
Band; "Mosaics in Motion" a concert
.march, commissioned by the Bolivar
High School Rand, Bolivar, Tennessee;
"song and Celebration," concert work
for symphonic band, Commissioned by
the Milan, Tennessee High School
Band:
-The Academic-Ceremonial Over-
ture," (for band) commissioned by
Murray State University for the
• inauguration of Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
the fifth president of Murray State
University; "The Fountain Head," a
work for symphonic band, com-
missioned by the Austin-Pea), State!
University Band, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee; "He Is Risen," an anthem for
junior choir, commissioned by the First
United Methodist Church, Murray;
"Divertimento for Winds," - com-
missioned by MTNA-KMTA; "Music
for the 50th Anniversary," an historical
narrative, commissioned by Murray
State University for the Re-Dedication
Celebration (1972):
-Ceremonial Sounds for Band"
commissioned by the Murray State
University Foundation for the 25th
Anniversary Celebration of the Quad-
State Band Festival; "In All There Is
Majesty" commissioned by Murray
State University for the Inaugural
Ceremony of Dr. Constantine W.
• Continued From Page 1
Curris, the sixth president of Murray
State University ( 1973); "The Land and
the Rivers" for wind ensemble and
.narrator, commissioned by the Mc-
Cracken County Bicentennial Com-
mittee to honor the historic Purchase
on the nation's 200th Birthday.
Professor Shahan has composed over
60 compositions for band, chorus, or-
chestra and brass ensemble. Some 25 of
his works have been published by
major publishing houses and two prize
winning compositions have been
awarded citations and recorded by the
Vienna State Opera Orchestra;
"Spectrums" for large brass choir and
percussion, which won the Thor
Johnson Award in 1952 and "Leipzig
Towers" which won the international
award in 1955.
In addition to Professor Shahan's
musical compositions, he has written
extensively on various musical sub-
jects. Published articles include: "The
Problems of Music and the Marching
Band" (published); "The Composer:
Artist or Mimic?" ( published)); "The
History of the Music Department"
(MSU( (published); "The Importance
of Creative Writing in the General
Theory Program" and a text book;
"Fundamental Concepts of Theory and
Notation" used by the music depart-
ment.
Professor Shahan stated that the
historical materials used in his new
composition "Beat The Drums
Proudly" was taken from the Jackson
Purchase Publication dated 1969
published during the Sesquicentennial
of the Purchase.
The Jackson Purchase Historical
Society has some 250 members from the
eight counties of the purchase region:
Calloway, Marshall, Graves, Ballard,
McCracken, Carlisle, Hickman and
Fulton. Founded in 1958, the society is
dedicated to historical research and the
publishing and preservation of findings
by way of a scholarly journal edited by
Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox.
The current officers are: Dr. Harry
Sparks, president, Mrs. Margaret
Heath, secretary-treasurer.
The 8:15 p. m. concert at Lovett
Auditorium is open to the public.
Students . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Eight students were elected as on-
campus representatives to the Student
Activities Board: John Hubble,
sophomore, Dawson Springs; Martha
Boles, freshman, Madisonville; Jeff
McKinney, freshman, Kuttawa, Karen
Miller, junior Columbus, Ohio; Martha
McKinney, freshman, Kuttawa; Karen
Sentell, freshman, Camden, Tenn.;
Pam Churchill, junior, Middleburg
Heights, Ohio; Christy Myers, fresh-
man, Mortons Gap.
Off-campus Representatives: Clay
Wells, junior, Murray; Betty Veach,
junior, Clinton; Dick Stacy, senior,
Paducah; Terry McKinney, graduate,
Kuttawa; Greg Todd, junior, Hen-
derson; Bill Wilson, junior, Brentwood,
Tenn.; Phillip "Dan" Anderson, junior,
Murray; John Boyd, freshman,
Sedalia; Joe Darnell, junior, Chicago,
Ill.; Phil Duncan, junior, Hopkinsville;
Mark Hayes, junior, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Tim Taylor, senior, Murray; Scott
Wilson, junior, Greenville.
Kentucky Families On Welfare
Up By Nearly 10,000 This Year,
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) -.-
Nearly 10,000 more Kentucky
families were receiving
welfare by the end of last year
than in 19744 according to the
state Bureau for Social
Insurance, with the national
economic slump a major
factor in the increase.
Social Insurance , Corn-





Steven E Estes has been
called as the Branch
President of the Murray
Branch of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons), and was set apart
on April 11, a church
spokesman said.
Murray is a branch of the
Cape Girardeau, Mo., District
of the Tennessee Nashville
Mission. The church's
headquarters is in Salt Lake
. City, Utah.
itro. Estes boTa-thetiffletor
elder in the high preisthood
and has previously hetti.other
positions of authority in the
church. He is married to the
former Patricia Mathis of
Benton and they have one
child and are expecting
another.
The Estes family has lived
in Murray since January and
are the owners of the Estes
Sign Company. Bro. Estes is
also a full time student at
jMurray State University, andwill serve with one counsellor,
Bro. Rodney Flint, also of
Murray.
The Mormons meet Sundays
at the Murray Seventh Day
Adventist Church, 15th and
Sycamore Streets.
unemplkyment caused many
jobless fathers to seek public
assistance. U.S. Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare statistics indicate the
same was true for the nation
as a whole.
In December, 1974, a total of
49,000 fannies were receiving
Aid to Families with
Dependent Children ( AFDC).
By December, last year, the
total had increased to 58,448
families, Miss Huecker said.
The actual number of- --
persons in thoseThousehoids
receiving AFDC increased 13
per cent, from 157,783 in 1974
to 178,257 by December, last
year. The commission said
that tended to back up the
theory that the aye: age
welfare family has fewer
members than before. HEW
statistics also support the
theory.
Kentucky is one of 28 states
making public assistance
available to jobless fathers
under the AFDC program. It
was authorized by HEW
several years ago and was
approved by the 1974 Ken-
tucky General. Assembly.
_ A special appropriation
became available to Kentucky
fathers last July, after the
state unemployment rate
reached and remained at 6 per
cent or above for four con-
secutiVeimonths.
The uttemployment rate in
the commonwealth averaged
4.5 per cent during 1974, but
climbed to an average of 7.3
per cent during 1975, Miss
Huecker said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.1,
no change.
Below dam 305.0, down 0.6.
Barkley Lake. 7 a.m. 357.3,
up 0.1.
Below dam 312.4, up 0.4.
Sunset 6:29. Sunrise 5:26.
ThelMaster's Men of Lincoln Christian College, Lincoln will he presented in concert at the University School
Auditorium on Thursday, April 15, at seven p.m. This group is composed of forty male yokes and is directed by Prof_
Thomas O. Myers. The public is invited, according to Dean Ross of His House, Murray. The singing 
groin) is On the
annual tour of Indiana, Ohio, Virginia, Maffland, Penneylsania, Minors, and Kentucky.
To be eligible for AFDC
benefits, an unemployed
father must have exhausted
his unemployment insurance
or not begun receiving the
benefits.
He must be legally married
to the mother and living with
the family, of which one child
must be his own -either
natural or adopted; he must
have been uneMployed for at
least 30 days, or working less
than 23 hours a week or 100
hours a month, and he must
also -register' wan the state
Mari-power-Services office and
have accepted any job he was
offered.
Miss Huecker said that
despite the increased number
of families receiving welfare
last year, it was a "valid
caseload.". She said the
bureau has continued its
campaign to eliminate
welfare payment errors by
requiring face-to-face in-
terviews with new AFDC
applicants, and by validating
their need.
The average AFDC
payment per person increased
only slightly from_De_cendbff,Choir_ will sin_g ' ReSurrec-
1974, to December, 1975, from
$55.31 to $55.40 per month.
The average total payment
per family decreased in the
same period from $176.90 to
$168.99, the commissioner
said:
She said bureau records
show that the average welfare
recipient stays on welfare a
shorter time than before, with
the average turnover about
every two years.
She said the number of
persons receiving aid under
the jobless fathers program
will probably decrease when
summer seasonal em-
ployment opportunities open
up. But she also said families
headed by mothers still form




Pre Easter services will be
held at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
unurcn sun Lirig Wednesday.
Services will be held at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday.
Speakers will be Rev. Glenn
Hill of Burlison, Tenn.,
Wednesday, Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., for the Maundy
Thursday communion service,
Rev. Stephen Shapard of
Dexter-Hardin Church,
Friday, and Dr. James
Fisher, Sr., First Church,
Murray, on Saturday.
Sunday morning at eleven
am. Dr. Mullins will speak on
the subject, "Resurrection
Past and Present." The Adult
tion" and the Youth Choir, "0
Sons and Daughters Let Us
Sing."
The public is invited to
attend the services, Dr.
Mullins said.
GETS TWO GRANTS
NEW YORK (AP) — The
American Crafts Council says it
has received grants from the
Robert Sterling Clark Founda-
tion and from the National En-
dowment for the Arts.
Donald L. Wyckoff, council
president, says the funds will
be used to develop a prototype
of a portable modular unit for
exhibitions."
At least that's what the LI. S Government figures claim
she II have cost by the time she's 18. Be prepared. Start
a savings plan now. All you need Is one good reason
and its in the bag.
efrup7 PEOPLE M3ANK
MURRAY e KY.
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